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OUR BURDEN LIGHTENED

Personal Menüo

pr

U"

ing has absolutely nothing to recomhospital and may be obliged to mend it to us. Her sister, Miss GerCollins is visiting their sister,
submit to an operation, for the trude
Mrs. Pelphrey, at French, and will
relief of a sorious. trouble.
come to Roy soon for a time before
. ,
..
returning to her home in Rockford,'
r
r.
Illinois.
A caucus was held Thursday
evening for the purpose of
High Cost of Government and. High
Cost
of Living.
field
in
the
ticket
The high cost of government is. the
at
We
are
for villano officers.
first cause of the high cost of living.
press toó early to get the names We must become sane in. expendí
tures.
of the new ticket.

....

Ú

er

We are interested in the
ject of printing ballots,
more the better for us.

sub-

Elmer and Vernie Kenoyer drove
The from their farms in Colfax county,
Monday and were greeting friends in
They drive a flivver which
Roy.
has run out from under the back seat.

this reduction'ia the rate meant a cat
of $10. or $20 in. this year's payment
This decrease in the tax rate on
the smaller incomes those of the vast
number of taxpayers who depend on
their daily earnings is due ta the
foresight of a Democratic Congress,
At the moment that hostilities were
brought to. a close iu November, 1018,
DemoCongress
the Sixty-fift- h
cratic body made prompt provision
for a reduction in the tax rate on. the
average man's income during the succeeding calendar year that is, for
1919..

In the aggregate

this saving to

those who can least afford to pay tax
es runs into many millions of money.
It appreciably reduces the cost of living in tens of thousands of homes. It
will unquestionably be gratefully re
Miss Mae Worley came home from membered by those who found at least
She was called to
El Paso Monday.
one burden lighter than they expected
her home on account of the illness of it to be.
her mother, and will remain till she
.
is recovered.
Charley Davu, of Bliss, Oklahoma,
is here visiting the parental S. F.
WAIT A YEAR
Davis home and other friends. He
Demand creates high prices. As reports lots of wind in Oklahoma and
the demand, is satisfied or restricted, muc-wheat blown out. The crop
erices decrease. This is as true of there is no further along than it is
niiblic improvements as of other here which means it is a month or
things aesireu. At we pewni .nv, míN 1)ehjnJ as thdr season is nov.
,,. D,rlD, tun nnri
...
contractors have all they can do to

A new telephone directory is
being prepared for the Roy lines.
It will be offered to business
interesti as an advertising
medium and is a good thing as a
business as well as a phone
directory for those who wish it.
'
You will likely be solicited.

Small pox in a mild form has
appeared in Roy, three" families meet their obligations. They V..11 en- fAQ
r AnKrtiii AhliT r r r n
.have been isolated and no fear 1..F
"fi' ' II '
they
finished,
are
"jobs"
present
When
spreading
or
is entertained of its
will be seeking contracts on lower
' becoming serious.
bids. Isn't it a reasonable supposiI-

"7"

lT

ft'

-
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a m1( lower
tuJe be
. .
wi)i still read the old
ley
.
.
his news trom home.
-

.

chjir,
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Convention Call

AUDITS

The Taxpayers' Association of New
Mexico is engaged in making. financial,
surveys of towns and .v'dbiges in, ühV
state. During the past, few momtü
such surveys have beeni made fun
Clayton, Belen, Magdiifcna, Sococra,
Tularosa, Melrose, Fort. Sumner,. Milliard, Mountainair.
In.: addition,. Mr.
Stephens, assistant
Directo of
the Association, has made thorough

11

Buy Farms

The Democratic State Central ComMesssre. A W. Thomas, und
mittee is, hereby called to meet on Sullivan, of Wellintrtiin,. Tesas, H. T.
frienl
Monday, April 12 192Q, ia the city of
ai.oW.neitlwra of Lu. W. Wilsoo and
Albuqjierque,. at Jefferaua 1111, 110 G. H. White, of
Solano, came here
Northi Third. Staeat, at ten o'clock a. last week.to-hu- y
lancUand, they bought
m. for the purpose of naming the iU. Mr. Suilivan erot.
tlia bia farm nf
time and. placa for holding the State Gaoige Hite, between.
anrf
Convention ta elect delegates, and al- Mosquero, and Mr TKomaa. baup-hfth
ternates ta the. Natiunal Democratic School section, on- which, i
the Roy
audits from dato of incorporation; to. Convention, al San. Francisco, and for Cemetery fiom.
Fred Browm. We
the present time in.. Columbus,
the disposition; of any other matters forbidden to. tell, that price Daid are
for
Vaughn and Texico. Such au- whieh. may come before the meeting. these
farms .by some home people who
dit will be made this month, alsu for
Committeemen, may give their prox- Wanf.- ti hur cnrviíi mn
.lúe i.uiu ueiuru
the village of Roy. The Assistance ies to womea. of their eounty and they 'ney have to, pay
such: pikes to ?t
furnished these m.iiiicipalitieH in- will be recognized by the Chairman.
it., these, gentlemen, have the money
cludes suggestions li'd recomrienda-tion- s
May I urge, that we have a full at- and. know
what the waoü and paid ,
for keeeping proper accounts, tendance.
to tret it. TJieri. are- ni.t t.v nm- a...
forms for books fjid records, being
auic actuuim. on me mesa and we ,
Yitvj, respectfully yours,
submitted for consideration.
are glad.thiy are cuning tü farm with
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
,
The day of $H1KL a quarter sec
Chairman tions is leog
is about out of advertising
The
past here- an4 the day of '
Byron
Secretary.
ft.
Deall,
conand
the demand for k is
spaci
$20. an awe. land Í3 also a matter of5
stantly incmi.sjr.if.. We hav tried to
history exopt in; a. few iaitaiices.
save the first pasje for news, but final- ly nave, yielded,', sopie conijessións to
E.vea to. the few
in whi. H.
our advertisers at a price, ijiut seenm the present Republican Congrecs he
Born, to. Mr. and Mrs, Noah Tipt ru
to compel it,. V'e don't lik. front pag.s taken, my action at all it has nde of Runtíhg Water, Texas a baby girl.
ads but we, M'r.ply need tie money
only" a negative use of its power. yid Mrs,. Tfptnn was formerly Miss
EtL
authority. It has blocked legislation Carter if. Mills.. Developer.
Kurl Giithman, came
down ixim oh the subject of taxation; opposed
Dawrion Monday and i visiting 6he attempts on the part of the exerijive
parental W. H. Guthm.jn home. His depaxments to control the cost of. livbrother, Ed., is also here with his ing; cut appropriations for the Nav
family,,.
and for other branches of the public
Tti State Public" Ileailh Labrj-to-ryR. Lv Melton, ha sr.ld his. farm service; rejected every recommendaoperated joiutly by the State, Deand
ncrtbewt of town to Ira Tlietford. tion, made my President Wilsc-ncapped the climax by obstructing and partment of Health and the Unjver.
Consideration $20 s, acre. Mill
dejaying peace.
Defenders Qf this sity. of Ne.t Mexico, is ready to,
operation:), after manjj
Republican Congress must admit that
Iheu Bauler of Abbott, ha billed a its principal efforts have been di- ment.' due- to slow deliveries of equipThe laboratory is located in
rected to hampering a Itemocratic
sale for April 8th. Mills Developer
George Lucaí was in tots); Monday administration. It will bo Jiscovered Albuquerque, at the University.
that it was neither good morals' not It is the purpose of the laboratory
the fust in weeks.
good strategy to spend tirep and labot to furnish for the people of the state,
A party of young peopx-- .om Mos- to discredit, instead of trying to help the same expert service thrii is mainquero drovo to French Tract last week Democratic efforts.
tained by practically all lealth departments of states ami, large muand wore ontertained at the home of
nicipalities, in their effort.- to protect
Mr. Clifford, a popvilar host to ail
J. F. Baker writes for his S-young people. He gave a dance for from 337 N. Dewey St. Indianapolis, the public health. The fllowing exthem rjnd they had a perfectly won- Indiana, where he is temporally lo- aminations are the more important-onethat can be made at present:
derful time. Members of the party cated.
Blcod test for typhojd fever.
Rhynehart and Aytes,
Throat and nose cultures for dip
Miss
and
SPECIAL TAX COMMISSION
leathers at Mosquero
In pursuance 'of an act passed by theria.
Rluhcbe Hall, and Messrs. Fred Tin- ihe legislature at its special session,
Wassermann blood test for syphilis.
Smears for gonorrhea,
.
Miss Hall formerly lived at French Governor Larrajjyja has appointed a
Brains of animaLs for rabies.
commission to study the entire tax
and it was really her party.
As soon as the full supply of step
situation and report to the next legN
islature in 192f. The appointees are ping cases arrives it will be possible
about. a br(ther to ths
H. J. Hagerman, President of the to take examinations of blood for
.h
Q
Association of New Mexi- - laria; of stools for typhoid fever,
reside here in future. He is also a co, RoswiU John Joerna, Secretary dysentery and parasites; of aputum
and
mM(, n, nn Mnmi usqM du. of the State Tax Commission, Santa for tuberculosis, and ofoth-- wstter
r
r,
Fe; J. E, Sheridan, State Mine In- - sewage, tether with
,znn
Silver City; W. G. Hayden, laneous work.
Each health officer in the state is
Pablo Branch eamo down from Daw E. Las Vegas; J. P. McCanna, Al-- 1
son, where he is working at the mines buqueque. An appropriation of $5000 being furnished with shipping cases
d
complete instructions for prepar-pense- s.
'"Jay. to visit his family .in Roy. wan made for the commission's
,
.
,
'itJt specimens. Casea in reasonable
His son, Benny, Wo has been ill for
quantities will also be sent to hospital
the past month or rnoi with a nerT. E. Mitchell went to Santa Fe camps,
large unincorporated comvous disorder, originating from growing too fast and working too hard in- Sunday to be a member of a "Class" munities and isolated physicians, upon
doors as P. O. Clerk, is imprbving and taking the Scottish Rites of Free request. No specimens will be acceptwill soon be well enough to be out Masonry at the Alhambrn Temple. ed unless sent in one of these cases,
aga'n but can't take up active work Joe Beck and Si Kilmurray went Sat- as required by the. postal laws.
urday. Si to "get his" and Joe as
It is the desire of the State Departfor some time.
They will have a fine ment of Health that these laboratory
chaperone.
Mrs. John Teeter, of Neosho, Mo. is time and learn some lessons not easily facilities be. made use of as widely as
possible, for they will not only render
scared ud about missinar a copy of learned by common people.
and sends, a ..check, this ,veek
it easier for the physician to arrive
the
One hears on every side talk about at a correct diagnosis of his cases of
to keep it coming.
the "housing problem." Are people communicable diseases, but will afW. W. Plant, of Clarksburg, West not making more of a problem out of ford a protection to the people of tlie
Virginia is another who doesn't want .his than it really is? Are not nine state that has never before teen avail-- ,
the able to the public at large.
He says he intends people out of ten
to miss the
All services of the laboratory are
eominrj back here some time to live 'real issue? If the country is short
but has too good a job to ueave there of houses why not the people build in- free. Any examination that is restead of paying exhorbitant rents, one quired for the protection of the public
now,
reason which they all complain.
health will be made and also any exWhile building costs are high the amination, within the scope of the labF. Kobel of Spiro, Oklahoma, sands
coming.' He wages are high in proportion and it oratory, for persons unable to pay for
a check to keep his
is no harder to build today than it such servicl, but when a patient is
says he has to have it regularly. ''
was ten years ago under a lower scale able to pay for an examination that is
desired by his physician solely for the
Mr. Stephens, of Santa Fe, an au- of wages and prices.
The truth of the matter seems to purpose of confirming a diagnosis, it
ditor for the Taxpayers, Association,
e that there are too many people who is expected that such specimens will
tina boon in Rnv. thp nast Week au
diting the accounts of the village and '"?.not w'6n to assume the responsi - jbe sent to some private laboratory, of
o no"'e
'""g. insieau ui i wnien mere is several or nign staml- setting the administration right on
modern methods of accounting,' also uiiing inepr money inio a noiiie as ing Wlinin reacn OI pnysiclans in this
The Laboratory has been
adjusting the school accounts and at-- i their fathers did they are buying all state.
tending to some assessment matters manners of luxuries which they try obliged to make this ruling on account
of the limited facilities available at
that are wrong. He is a pleasant gen- to make themselves believe are
this time.
tleman to meet and his compentency
as an auditor is unquestioned.
to-h-
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THEY FEAR THE
ISSUE
I. C. Floersheim, of Albuquer-que- ,'
Republican leaders are doubtless sin
Miss Büllington of Tucumcari is the
that they do
visited his parents and old new stenographer at the Roy Trust cere in their statements
not want the treaty of peace to bewhile and Savings Bank.
triends here last week-encome an issue in the next presidential
recovering from the Flu..
campaign. lheir responsiouuy íur
to
treated
Roy
were
Church goers of
(U
i
..."
two very interesting and instructive lll&ij
vi.v...
mt
T. E. Sansbury and wife re- - sermons Sunday. 'Rev. Wm. Vimont, for theJia,
costly postponement of peace
eacn M
would, in that case, be put clearly and
tumeJ Saturday from Oklahoma, ho will be here . regularly
...
u
nreacneu in mi;
f
..t
ghd to be back on the mesa mornine. ine cen tral thought of his
or more
millions
some fi
ra
again as they all are after an sermon was "By Their Fruits Ye Shall will be women whose sons and broth- Know Them" and he is sErong for
;.absenca anywhere.
ers fought to end .war.
demonstration rather than profession
It was no part of the Repu, l ean
as a proof of Christianity.
iiie ...nuuuiu í noun
pian
mat
í.. uu tu.
.
'.
Paul E. Anderson is lack at In the evening, Dr. S. Alonzo Bright tneir
n.c
me
io .t.
nosuiuy
commandalways
his
one
of
delivered
the
blackassume
Anderson
and
in
Nations,
League
of
the forge the
ing sermons in which he presented onus of their defeat. They schemed
fussy
is
about
smith shop. He
religion as the original Democracy,
...nn nn.l nrivc
preserve mi bijciohvc
Kings anu ui- - to
it hut his old Datrons are triad to showeü tflat
an impression oi irienuiiness iu me
very act of striking the treaty dead.
have him poundin iron for them
hoped to be able to mourn with
They
stand out
again.
.
ns 0f the new testament
while they rejoiced in their
lips
their
Imore dearly than ever
They
Iier
thft universal "Fatherhood of God and snuoht to eratifv their rabid an!mo3
W. H. Hamilton of Mosquero came
Brotherhood of Man and t,king in ity toward the president by nullifyin last week with John Tobler and artho whole world as the premises. The
ing his efforts without bearing the
come on. He
ranged to have his
grounds make Christianity consequences of their action.
really believed we would cut him off if broader
easier for many people who refuse
The president's plain declaration of
he didin't kick-i- n with the diniero.
to be tied down to a denominational what he thinks of Republican tinker"Discipline."
v
ing with the treaty and the League
Alvin Lusk and wife were in from
nations may well frighten the Reof
their fan at Mills last week and took
T. E. Mitchell, Master of Acacia publican managers who have been try,
on'-a lister from the Baum store. Lodge, No. 53, A. E. & A. M. of Roy,
o play a double part. They had
Tl"v are planning to raise a bigger was honored'with the appointment to ing counted
on having to stand, with
not
summed crop than ever this year.
the office of Jr. Grand Steward at the eyes of the country upon them,
the Grand Lodge held at Albuquerque and answei the challenge.
last week. An honor to be appreciated
George Lewis has his oven set up
Neis Wetterhus is another to take by a young lodge as is this one.
elected
was
and
tried out f.nd has sent for a bakH.
Hanna
K-Rachard
Judge
club offer
advantage of the
Star and Plainsman along with the Grand Master of the Grand Lodge. er. As soon as he arrives the business of supplying Roy and other vil
.,
$2.50 a year. That arrangein this vicinity with bread will
lages
to
to
going
be
some
trouble
is
ment
begin and the refreshment parlor will
us but, if our readers want it they
Miss Adrian, who was elected a be opened
to custom. It will be quite
must have It.
teacher In the Roy Schools recently to an addition to the entertainment fea
resigned,
she
when
succeed Mrs. Carr
tures of Roy. Now the drug store
was called back to her home in Illi- and pool hall are the only places ex
"T. E. Mitchell & Son will ship a nois by a wire that her mother was
cept home where there is a welcom
carload of fine registered White Face dangerously ill, leaving a vacancy in or even admission after 6 p. m., ex
Gray,
Laska
bulls to Roswell this week. They were the teaching staff. Miss
show' or
.iirnpd her nosition in the Roy cept when there is a picture
sold there at the recent Stock show h
dance,
was
elected
and
Bank
Savings
Trust ft
upyuxtumty
wiicic uicjr iiau
show and advertise thejr herd where to full the vacancy and school carries
When the Republicans begin to seek
they would be appreciated.
on as per usual
election on the strength of some one
else's alleged omissions or mistakes,
instead of one the bast of thwr own
performances, they will find getting
Boyd Leatherman's horse fell on
office more difficult than they now sus- him and broke his ankle Monday ev
pect
ening at the public water tank on the
Threshers
Tractors
street. It is a bad break and will lay
Lucille-Price
Tjje many friends of Mrs.
him up for several weeks.
Caldwell, who is now making
her home at La Mesa, N. M., will be
R. A. Pendleton is putting in the
pleased to learn that she is the mother concrete floor in his new workshop at
of a baby girl. Mis. Caldwell was a the. rear of his garage. It is an adobe
teacher in the Mills schools last year. room and fitted especially for repair
Mills Developer.
work on autos.
tion

V

1920.

MUNICIPAL SURVEYS

Million, of mea and. women who have
paid, taxes on incomes of $5000
1 1
and less found the rate 33
cent
lower than, it waa for the previous
MttHmMiimmM'HH1',l,,l,l,'',,l(,l1'llf M"'iMMiii'M",ff'',r'"'"'M""i,M!,M mim s - year, and their saving was in propor..j.....4J lU.illllU tion. That ia to say, not including ex.
Uillil.il lilt lililí tlljfliíillllll, I ttiillill'IM... Ifllilli
emptiuns, this saving averaged ?2 on
Mrs. Ogdon returned home ThursAl Hanson went with his wife
every $100 of income upon which pay
tq Trinidad Sunday where Mrs. day and we have decided she shall ment, was made. To many thousstay at home in future. This batchands of persons on wages and salaries
Hanson will take treatment at a
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More 'Case" sold on the Mem last season
than all others combined

WHY?

The Russel Company
ROY

i

PROCLAMATION
Wm Raum fiffort nn a Dumn for a
FOR VILLAGE ELECTION customer Tuesday which strekhed the
pipe and rods out a block and a hair.
Whereas, the laws of the State of The well is 426 feet deep ,birt has
New Mexico, governing the municipal plenty of water in it.
affairs of towns and villages have
t. a stated time for the election of
These March winds are getting on
officers for the same, and
Urn nerves of many otherwise well- Whereas, the village of Roy, under contented people. Let' get busy and
its articles of incorporation ia in duty earnestly pray together for the wind j
bound to elect officers for the ensuing to cease and ram or snow to come or
fiscal year subject to state regulation, harness them to our use.
therefore I, Fred S. Brown, Mayor
t the Village of Roy do proclaim Wolcott Russel was at Tucumoari
Tuesday, .April 6th, 1920 Election last week helping his old employer,
Day, for the Village of Roy, on which Herman Goodman, with his office work
date, the qualified voters of said vil Mr. Goodman has incorporated a big
lage will elect a Mayor, l' our i rusi- eomDanv and is starting off oh busi
as and a Village Clerk, for the term ness on a larger scale and is rapidly
by law.
as... prescribed
of One year,
getting in the class of the leading
,
.
i
The usual polling piace ano eiecuun merchants of that rather good town.
regulations will be observed in this
election.
The Russel Company of which WolDone this Uth day of March, Vd'ZQ, cott Russel is the hsad and. Ray Busey
at Roy, New Mexico.
second, has Ibre. cars of Case Trae- And will
nri'itTAd
t KDU 5. UKUWi,
.
fr.ta an.) thrauhara
.
.Mayor"
" ' ' .......
I ,v.a
have then on the market here shortly.
MAYOR'S

Power Farm Machinery

Srosds

"

Satu relay Only
White Lilly" Brand
Canned White Cherries,
Regular Price. 40c
Sale Price, 35c. 3 for $1.00
(VVatch

thk space every week.)

ROY TRADING COMPANY,
"A Profitable Place to Tmde"

AFTER 6 YEARS STIU. WELL
Now Strong and Hearty

Thoch

Case Looked Eopeless
"Six yean ago I was in awful condi
tion," says h. K. Chase, 38 E. Cross
St., lpsiianti, Mich, "My family wail
torn i coumn t live mora than two
months. I was in constant pain from
the uric acid and
was so bad with
rheumatism m y

FOREIGN

COilDEEISATIOI!
OF
THE

FRESH

LATEST

PATCHES

nEVS

IMPORTANT

DIS

PUT INTO SHORT,

CRISP PARAGRAPHS.

seamed all
drawn up. My
legs

back

nerer

stopped hurtinu
The kidney secretions were held
back until only a
few drops came,

ana 1 bloated
til I thought

ft

'

-

ifnr. Uast

un-

my
akin would burst.
My legs were twice
tneir normal size,

"The

water

seemed to fill my

chest and press
against the heart, For three months I
never moved out of the chair and 1
cnoked and (rasped for breath like a
dying man. All the doctoring failed, and
my weigni went irom 185 to W pounds.

"Doan't Kidnev PüIé

mved mv lifA

Eleven boxes cured me of every complaint. I have been well sis years and
a Die to wore as nard as any man.
Sworn to before me.
FLOYD E. DAGGETT, Notary Public.

STORY OF
SHOWING

THE

WEEK

THE

PROGRESS
OF
EVENTS IN OUR OWN AND
FOREIGN

LANDS.

Western Newspaper Union Kews Service.

WESTERN
All public school teachers In Omaha
will get an Increase of S400 each next
fall, Instead of (300 previously agreed
upon, by the Board of Education.
A demand for resubmission of the
eighteenth amendment Is made in a
resolution adopted by the license committee of the Milwaukee common council. Coupled witn the resolution Is

Japan has placed orders in France REDS
for 800 aeroplBnes, It hns been learned
officially in Paris.
RUHR
a snppnire eight Inches long and
weighing more than five pounds Is re
ported to have been found at Mogok,
India, by a Burmese. Its value is estimated at between $175,000 and $250,- - REPORTS FROM

C0I3TÍ10L

Ü00.

American troops along the Rhine
"are ready for any emergency" that
may arise from the chaotic situation
In Germany,
Major General Allen,
tneir commander, declared In an interview at Coblen.
The movement recently launched In
Tokio by university students for uni
versal suffrage In Japan hns spread to
au parts of the country and to Korea
and Manchuria as well, according to
advices received.
An increase of $103,020,832 in Ca
nadian trade, both imports and exports, was made In the eleven months
ending February 29 over the same period a year ago, according to statistics
announced by the Customs Department.

DISTRICT
DUISBERQ

PUiliSH

KAFP LEADERS

PRESIDENT EBERT SAYS "SPARE
THOSE WHO ACTED THROUGH

DOAN'SVXLV

mm
Caused

y

t

'""Vv

w

Paciagi
Gtnutnt
WithtutCntl
and CiriU
PrinUdin Rid
jV

V

Risulu U
Must Jii
Alabmtúni

fir

Western Kewapaper Union News Service.

Coblenz, March 22. The Spartacans
have gulned control of the Ruhr district. The red army took possession
of Duisburg, Ganbern, Mullhelin and
Mettniunn, west of Elberfeld. A direct report fremi Dulsberg says that
a soviet government has been set up
there. No private telephone conversations are permitted except for the
procuring of food and coal.
The led army In the Ruhr districts
Is reported to have available a force
estimated at 70,000 men, all of whom
probably are armed. The situation is
considered extremely critical because
of the rapid growth of the red army
and their mobility, which was displayed in the taking of Essen.
There are about 6,000 troops of Gen
eral Von Watter's command in that
vicinity, but of these 1,500 are said to
have been forced to retire across the
boundary into the broad area.

h.

pHIUssJIV,

n

g

Carbolated
A

usemvaluaHefor

A

SLO
DEATH

T$ Ctt
Alabaitini

IGNORANCE."

We Hand You the Package That Puts Heslth
and Cheerfulness in Your Home
Smoked, grimy, papered, painted or kalsomined walli are a
menace to health and offensive to the discriminating housewife.
Alabaitine ! so economical, so durable, so sanitary, lo easy to mix and
apply that it is universally used in securing proper wall condition.
Alabaitine ii used in the homes, schools, churches and on all kinds of interior
surfaces, whether plaster, wallboard, over painted walls, or even over old wallpaper
that is solid on the wall and not printed in aniline colors.
Alabaitine is packed in dry powder in full five pound packages, requiring
cr.ly pure cold water to mix, with directions on each package. You will readily
appreciate the economy of Alabaitine over other methods, and remember it is
used m the finest homes and public buildings evcrv-- i
where. Be lure you get Alabaitine, and if vour dealer
.
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Postman What's your name?
rete You'll find It on the envelope.
RECIPE POR GRAY HAIR.
To half pint of water add 1 oz. Bay Rum,
small box of Barbo Compound, and
oz. of glycerine. Apply to the hair twice a
week until it becomes the desired shade.
Any druggist can put this up or you can
mix it at home at very little cost. It will
gradually darken streaked, faded gray hair,
end will make harsh hair soft and glossy.
It will not co'or the scalp, is not sticky or
greasy, ana does not rub on. Adv.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

WHAT HE SHOULD HAVE SAID
Reporter Had Much to Learn About
Proper Method of Referring to
Different Speakers.
j
,
"I'm afraid you won't do for ns,"'
said the editor, controlling his temper with an effort, as he eyed the new"
reporter coldly.
"Why not, sir?" asked the reporter
In

surprise.
"Well, you said you had had con-

siderable experience as a political reporter."
"So I have," retorted the scribe.
New Wireless Distress Call.
"Then why on earth did you make
A novel wireless emereencv device use of such unjournnllstlc language-Iby which ships In distress can ring
this report. You said that 'Mr.
alarm bells on other ships within wire- William Blank addressed the meetless range Is reported by the Ameri ing.' "
can chamber of commerce In London.
"Well, Isn't thnt right?"
The present wireless system of com"Right 1" the editor's voice was torn
munication requires that an operator with scorn. "It's nil wrong. One
to hear a call must be on duty, wear- would Imagine that the meeting was
ing the usual telephone headpiece. In support of our candidate Instead of
The new device Is said to ennble any the opposition."
station or ship equipped with a spe"What difference does that make?
cial automatic transmitter key; Jo call How should I have "
up any station or sjilp within range,
"Why, 'Bill Blank next harangued
fitted with a corresponding receiver re- the mob,' of course." London
lay, even if the operator Is absent.
The calling up, according to the American chamber, Is effected by a bell
It Comes High.
which starts ringing on the ships
jMinu itoot torn at a dinner a pro- called.
hlbltion story :
It is claimed that one of the most
"It Is astonishing," he said, "what
Important uses of the devices will be a high value Is placed on whisky, now
to Insure Immediate and general at- that prohibition has come In.
tention" to S. O. S. calls.
"Two men were out sailing down la
Florida. They had a bottle with them,
They Demand to Be Shown.
and Jim was taking a drink when a
"Some of the most successful beauty gust of wind capsized the boat.
specialists are as homely as a mud
"Tom clung to the bottom of the
fence."
craft all right, but Jim, handicapped
"Quite true. But human nature is by the bottle, was a good deal
not to be fooled always."
knocked about In the seething waters.
"No?"
"After a time his strength began to
"You will observe that a professor fall him, and, swimming with one
of physical culture has to exhibit a hand and holding the bottle high
pretty fair muscular development of with the other, he shouted, despairhis own before he con hope to get any ingly :
" 'Tom, I'm afraid I can't make it.
clients." Birmingham
"Tom shouted back:
.
Rude.
'"Well, Jim, If you can't make It.
She Her car ran Into a motorbns. throw It I'"
Nothing very serious, only the ennmel
scraped off.
If people like each other well enough
He Her face or the machine?
they will argue. They're not afraid to.
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Table Beverage

a real part of the meal,
not merely something to
drink with your food
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SOVIET GOVERNMENT HAS
BEEN ESTABLISHED.

Grand Duchess Olgn, sisler of the
late Cznr Nicholas of Russia, hns lpen
found by American Red Cross workers
living in a boxcar near Novorosslsk,
Cm Dou'i at Aa? Star. 60a a Bos
also a request for the repeal of the south Russia, It was announced at the
headqunrters of the American Red
Volstead enforcement act.
Cross
In Washington.
David
and
John Goertzen, cousins of
CO BUFFALO. N. Y.
Evidence that an extremely close
Henderson, Neb., ore held at Fort
Omaha as deserters. It Is alleged they guard has been placed by the Dutcli
obtained permission to visit Canada In government over former Emperor Wil1918, before being called In the draft, liam has been obtained.
Police offiand didn't return until recently. They cers were detailed to follow him, a few
are members of a Mennonlte colony. . steps in the rear, as he walked about
by
Damage In California from Incen- the garden of the Bentlnck castle.
diary fires and other forms of subo-tag- e
An international conference on the
Aoid-8fomQ- o!i
attributed to radicals and advo exchange question will probably be
cates of "direct action," was estimated held at Brussels In May,
according to
Let EATONIC, tha wonderful modern at ?50,000,000 by S. J. Shannon, dep
the Solr of that city. M. Hymans,
stomach remedy, give you quick relief
,
uty
United States marshal at Fresno, Belgian foreign"
from dlnfiutlng- belching-Stuttgart.
minister, hns Indorsed
Regarding punishment
Indigestion, bloated, frftfliy stomach, dyapep- - testifying
at Los Angeles, at the trial a suggestion to this
a, oianooni ana otner stomacn mleerlea.
effect, made by of the Kapp leaders and the expecta
of Nicholas Steellnk, alleged Indus A. J. Balfour,
Thar ara all caused by
from
presldenj of the execu tion by some that the state of siege
which about nina people out of tea suffer
trial Worker of the World.
in one way or another. One writes as foltive
council
of
the League of Nations, would make necessary the execution
lows: "Before I used E ATONIC, I could not
As a result of charges made In Su the newspaper says.
of all the guilty, President Ebert de
sat a bits without belchinf It right up, sour
and bitter. I have not had a bit of trouble perlor Court at Spokane by two pros
clared today: "Those guilty shall feel
since the firat tablet."
There
been
has
much
feasting
and the
pectlve jurors In the case of James
Millions are victims of
full weight of the law. All officers
other
celebrating within the quarters
witnout knowing; It. They are weak and Stevens and Charles Butts, alleged In
of'responsllile position and all leading
ailing, have poor digestion, bodies tmprop
of
Wlerin-gethe
crown
former
prince
at
dustrial Workers of the World, on trial
arty nourished although thav mar aat heart.
lly. Orara dlsordere are likely to follow If there charged
Holland, since the news of the civilians who Joined willfully will be
with criminal syndicalan
Is neglected,
cirrhosis 01
new
developments In Germany began regarded as guilty, be charged with
the liver, inteetlnal oongeatlon, gastritis, ism, that efforts had been made to in
high treason and might be punished
to reach Wlerlngen. William Is report
catarrh of tha stomach thee are only a fluence their opinions regarding
the
with penal servitude."
few of the many ailments often caused by
to
ed
regard
the situation Joyfully, but
case, an entire special venire was dls
Regarding executions under martial
A sufferer from Catarrh of the Stomach
is said to have assured the burgomas
missed and the case was continued.
of 11 years' standing writes: "I had catarrh
law, Herr Ebert said:
ter that he will not attempt to leave
of the stomach for 11 Ions; years and I nerei
The annual meeting of the National
"The lawyers will determine. Per
found anything to do me any good juat
temporary relief until I used BATONIC It Education Association will be held at Holland.
haps some will be executed besides
la a wonderful remedy and I do hot want to
President Deschanel of France is ad the confiscation of their property. We
Salt Lake City July 4 to 10 and will be
be without It"
If rom are not feeling quits right lack
vertising for a first-clas- s
chef. It has want to punish the leaders, but to
energy and enthusiasm and don't know lust featured by extended discussions on
been revealed that the former famous spare those who were forced into the
where to locate the trouble try BATONIC the shortage of teachers and the neces
and see how much better you will feel In sity for the profession to unite for leg cook at the Elysee palace was dis- movement or acted through ignor
every way.
At all drug stores a big bos for ido and lslatlon to obtain wage Increases. The charged by
Poincare because ance."
roar money back If you are not satisfied.
council of state school superintendents he was too expensive and was replaced
Coblenz. Three thousand persons
will hold a two days' conference pre by a second rote "mnitre d'culsine,
ceding the general meeting. All ses who was able to prepare simple meals were killed In the fighting nt Leipsic
slons will be held In the tabernacle of at a minimum cost. M. Deschanel, before the government troops captured
LZ3 ( TOR TOUR
who, like his wife, is wealthy In his the town, according to stntementi
the Mormon church.
made by three American business men
A skeleton, believed to be that of a own right, purposes to spare no ex
who arrived here from Leipsic. There
- pense to make the palace menus the
mastodon,
has
Penbeen
at
unearthed
.
was strike agitation In Leipsic against
' "
most
exquisite
in
the
land.
on
awawa
the Snake river near Spothe Kapp regime, then anarchy and
kane, Wash., It is announced by the GENERAL
soviet control until the government
Rev. M. W, Fink of Penawawa. The
Declaring he had reason to believe troops shelled the volkshaus and laboi
gigantic bones were discovered by
that intoxicating liquors are being headquarters, the Americans say.
road construction crew. The skull of sold
i4MMsJtf- I
"openly and brazenly" to members
There were. 2,000 persons in th
the animal Is reported to be two and
a half feet between the eye sockets. of the Legislature, MaJ. W. Calvin building who were shot down as thej
made their exit. The shells finallj
the tusks to be eight inches In diam Wells, federal prohibition commission
eter at the base and the teeth four er for Mississippi, appealed to the law set fire to the building, killing nun
citizens to re dreds of other persons.
to five Indies across. An effort will makers as
Retí U.S. Pat. Off
be made Wednesday to unearth the veal the source of their "supply."
Bad Men in Gun Fight
Incomes of; $1,000,000 or more for
hindquarters of the skeleton.
1919 were reported by 731 Individuals
N. J. Two gangs of "gun
Newark,
WASHINGTON
and corporations In the Chicago dls men" clashed In a restaurant here and
The population of Hawaii Is 249, trlct, officials of the Internal Revenue when the smoke cleared away the
992,
the Census Bureau at Washing
Department Inspecting Income tax re leader of each faction was found dead
PETROLEUM JELLY
ton announced this week. This is an turns announced. Thirty-on- e
Chicago
and another man, said to have been 8
Increase of 58,083, or 30.3 per cent ns ans were added last year to the ranks participant, was taken to a hospital In
convenient safe
compared with 1910.
of those whose Incomes exceeded a serious condition. One of the vie
antiseptic Ex borne
The Pacific and Atlantic fleets will $1,000,000.
tlnis was shot twelve times.
meet off the Pacific coast of Panama
Mrs. Margaret Carrere Reíd was to
next January In their first Joint man- day granted an Interlocutory decree of
Bolcheviki Reach Kuban River.
dressing cuts, and
euvers, designed to keep the navy "on divorce from Daniel O. Reid, known
London A Bolshevik
communicatime-triescares.
Its toes" during peace time.
as. the "tlnpiate king" by Judge Finch tion received here says.
"In the dipeace-tim- e
A
army
in
Supreme Court of New York. It rection
of 299,000 en
of Novorosslsk
we hav
remedy.
listed men and 17,800 officers has been was brought out' during the brief reached the river Kuban and captured
. REFUSE SUBSTITUTES
approved by the House, in passing the hearing that Reíd had made a finan 6,000 prisoners and twenty guns. It
army reorganization bill by a vote of clal settlement on Mrs. Reíd of $200, the region of Eknterlnodar we
havi
246 to 92. The measure now goes to 000 In cash and $30,000 a year allow taken 1,500 prisoners
and a larg
Sta Sirte
VewYorh
ance.
the Senate.
number of guns and much booty." '
Fuel oil bids opened by the Navy De
The estate of Harris C. Fahnestock,
partment covered less than
banker, who died In June, 1914, is val
Precious' Gems Stolen In Ohio.
of the 5,000,000 barrels asked for and ued at $17,775,007, according to an acColumbus,
Ohio More than 1,75
prices quoted were more than 100 per counting filed In New York with Surcent above those In current contracts. rogate James A. Foley, by executors of gems from the private collection oi
William C. Mills, curator of the Ohk
Living costs in February were six- - the estate.
tenths of 1 per cent less In January,
and Histórica:
The Kentucky Senate passed the State Archaeological
according to figures mnde public by bill granting presidential
Aches, pains, nervousness, diffi
society,
were
stolen
from
the society'!
suffrage to
culty in urinating, often mean the Labor Department. The figures women In Kentucky, thereby opening museum et Ohio State university, it
serious disorders. The world's are based on reports from retail food the way for equal suffrage in the has been reported to the police. The
cities.
standard remedy for kidney, liver, dealers In fifty-on- e
South. The House already has passed most valuable gems stolen were" five
Wholesale cancellations of deporta
bladder and uric acid troubles
the measure.
cameo l ings, a number of garnets and
tion warrants against Communists and
moonstones, two stickpins, set wfth Si
A
of
not
guilty
verdict
was
returned
anarchists have been' ordered by the
'i GOLD MEDAL
Department of Labor. More than 100 by a Jury in the Federal District Court berian amethysts, a large' tourmaline,
of the agitators arrested during the at New York In the case of Jay A, and many fine cut topazes.
recent raids conducted by the Depart Weber, secretary of the Pietoral Re
ment of Justice have been turned loose view Company, who was charged with France Plants Trees on Yanks Graves.
attempting to bribe an agent of the
the last few days.
Washington.
On the battlefields
tnnf quick relief and oftsn ward oil during
Internal Revenue Department to fal
Decided
exports
Is
in
decrease
deadly diseases. Known
shown
where
tbs national
American
soldiers gave their
sify- the Income tax return of the cor
remedy of Holland for mora than 200 by the February foreign trade state
lives when the call from humanity
poration.
years.
AH druggists, in three sixes,
ment Issued by the Bureau of Foreign
came, France is planting trees sent
Look foi the Bun Cold Modal on jyjtjf bos and Domestic Commerce,
Antonio Lopez Guitterrcz, brother of by
exports for
And accept no imiUdan
the American Forestry Association.
'president
month
0f Honduras, has been
the
amounting to $045,000,000, the
'In the years to come," said Charles
reappointed minister to the United
LOUISIANA OIL LEASES on Sabine Uplift the smallest monthly total since Octo
ber, 1919.
Imports nlso decreased States, the llondnran consulate has an Latlirop Pock, president 'of the associatiSabine Pariah. 10 acres, $200.00. 20 acres
on,-"America
will have the finest
1400.00.
r
standard form retracta from $474,000,000 In January to $407,- - nounced. Mr. Gutierrez was envoy nt
and reputatNe attorney's approving opinion 000,000.
of nil memorials on the battlefields
Washington
during
Imports
gold
the
during
of
Bertrund
re
Feb
furnished, direct from owner.
Must act
quick. Prices subject to change and return ruary were unusually small, amount
gime, but resigned when his brother where her sons answered the call of
of money. Send money order or draft; first
lumanlty the living, growing trees of
order geta cloaeBt leases. Inquiries answered ; ing to $4,473,000 against exports of headed the revolution which deposed
maps. Eugene Kelly, 215 Simon Building, $43,000,000.
that government.
America."
Hhreveport, Louisiana. Licenaed by State of
Louisiana; bonded. Refer Exchange Nat. Bk.
Seeing in increased production
Salaries of the teaching staff at Hara
Lansing Chairman of
menns or restoring normal business vard will be advanced from 40 to 50
Washington
Robert Lansing has ac
and price conditions, the Chamber of per cent Sept. 1. President Lowell anCommerce of the United States, it was nounced to the faculty that the results cepted honorary clinlrmnnshlp of the
National
board, which
announced, will make its eighth an- of the Harvard endowment fund camand ABTÍST1C JEWOJtT
nual meeting, to be held at Atlantic paign had enabled the governing board has affected a strong alliance of more
MAOTVACTTJRIKO
City, April 27 to 29, an "Increased pro- of the university to draw up a new than a score of church denominational
JOS. I. SCHWARTZ
organizations to fight the "Red" menduction convention."
scale of salaries.
ace. Franklin K. Lane, Atty. Gen. A.
.ni., ,,.
..n,.i,. ..... ieikCsrt,Baaw,Csls,
ir
Mexican federal troops have brought
One
man
was
shot
othand
several
WRITI OR OALL FOR OATALOQ
about the release of Peter W. Sum- ers received mino injuries when a Mitchell Palmer and Secretary Wilson
BABY CHICKS write ue at once fot price mers, American ranch owner, who was number of aliens held
at Fort Wayne of the department of laboi, have Joined
of auperlur quality chicks from heavy lay
lug strains. Laghorna, Iteds, Rocks, Orp!r,g kidnaped and held for ransom by rebarmy post for deportation hearing at with Mr. Lansing In warmly commendtuna, Wyandottea. Aak for booklet on chick els In the vicinity of Salina Cruz, Mexbonrd
tempted to overpower their guards. ing the plans of the
care.
Lire delivery guaranteed within l
hours of Denver. Denver Baby Chick Cw ico, according
to advices reaching The arrival of military reinforcements as an Important move to combat
Box 1SSI, Denver, Colorado.
Washington.
restored order.
FOSTER-MILBUR-
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If you feel that something
interferes with your 2
health, stop tea and coffee and use this popular

drink.

"There's a Reason"
No raise in price.
Mad by

Postum Cereal Company

Battle Creek, Michigan.
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"HOLY WEEK"

SPANISH-AMERICA-

IfOU'LL SOON LOOK

IN JERUSALEM

OLD FROM HERE UP

Particularly Impressive Are the Easter Services In the Church of
the Holy 8epulcher.

Let

falling.-

X,

An Interesting account
of Holy Week 10 Jeru"
i salera was written some
tt 1) years ago by Robert nich-JL ens, author of "The Gar-t-i- 3
den 'of Allah," for the
He
Century Magazine.
described
the ceremonies in the
Church of the Holy Sepulcher.
"My first Impression In the church,"
HI he says, "was that I had suddenly
come Into a barbaric castle of magic
connected with Innumerable caves of
'
Aladdin. About me were caves lined
with silver and gold and immense
jewels unknown to me; caves across
fit
iwhich miraculous spiders had spun
webs of silver and gold. Stars gleamed In them ;. footsteps cboed, voices
murmured, eery lights twinkled. Marvelous fabrics shone softly among
great pictures, carved wood, marble,
bronses and glided ironwork."
And in the courtyard "a roar of
v voices went up. The pavement echoed with the ceaseless tramping of
feet and the grounding of muskets.
Trinity bells with their hollow lungs.
And their vibrant Hps and their brasen The walls flung back exclamations
and cries; the whining and shrieking
tongues.
Over the roofs of the city pour
of beggars, the loud calling of sellers
Their Easter muslo with joyous roar.
deteiftfflüed to compel' attention ' to
Till the soaring notes to the Sun are rolled their wares, the vehement discussions
As he swings along in his path of gold.
of those that bought, and I had al
most said the silence of the Russian
'Dearest papa," saya my boy to ma,

Nal

,

Standir! cold remedy tot

tt jtyt

n tablet foray
(, lure, oa
oplatt
breaks up a cold in 24
in 1 der.
(rip
heves
hour
Money back if it faUa. Tht
Red
genuine bo baa
aur.
lop
iiui a

will

picture
Al Anona Stoma

Both Kind.
Blx They suy those fortune tellers
make a lot of money.
Dlx Naturally, it la by Its nature
a business of prophets, you know.
Boston Transcript.

LESS MEAT IF
AND

BACK

HURT

KIDNEYS

Take a Glass of Salts to Flush
Kidneys If Bladder
Bothers You.
Eating meat regularly eventually
produces kidney trouble In some form
n
authority,
or other, says a
because the uric acid In meat excites
the kidneys, they become overworked ;
get sluggish; clog up and cause' all
sorts of distress, particularly backache and misery In the kidney region ;
rheumatic twinges, severe headaches,
acid stomach, constipation, torpid
liver, sleeplessness, bladder and urinary Irritation.
The moment your back hurts or kidneys aren't acting right, or If bladder
bothers you, get about four ounces of
Jad Salts from any good pharmacy;
take a tablespoonful In a glass of
water before breakfast for a few days
and your kidneys will then act fine.
This famous salts Is made from the
acid of grapes and lemon Juice, combined with llthla, and has been used
for generations to flush clogged kidneys and stlmulnte them to normal
activity; also to neutralize the acids
In the urine so It no longer Irritates,
thus ending bladder disorders.
Jad Salts cannot Injure anyone;
makes a delightful effervescent Hthla-watdrink which millions of men and
women take now and then to keep the
kidneys and urinary organs clean, thus
avoiding serious kidney disease. Adv.
well-know-

er

Vhú

neighbors Say

Walden, Colo. "I am glad to add nry
testimony in regard to what Dr. Fiemes
Anuric Tableta have done for me. Iamiurt
they saved my life
and if I ean be in.
A
Strumentaí in help
rT'üi V
ins others I will feel
. Mv
S mil renaid.
..
i kidneys '
and blaaoes
were in very baa
vmrlit.ion for a Ions
time and got worse
very day. I used
una hnff.ln nf a mil
' known kidney medicine without any relief, then I took two

Cv

...

remedy and used them but got worse every
umiui um
Cay. I was la wmoie snape,
auguv w
" o excruciating pain and there would be a
thick brownish sediment. I was despondent.
At last i saw Anuno aurauuM ui
Kansas City paper and I thought it just

Tou have heard, my boy, of the Man who
i

died.
Crowned with keen thorns and crucified;
And how Joseph the wealthy whom God

m?t
1

Now, close by the tomb

a fair tree grew.

With pendulous leaves and blossoms of
blue;
Altar In Church of the Holy Sepulcher
And deep In the green tree's shadowy
at Jerusalm.

breast

her nest.
Which ' was bordered with mosses like
malachite,
And held four eggs of an ivory white.
A beautiful singing bird sat on

moss-wreath-

That the grief of the world seemed turned
to song.
j;
But soon there came through the weeping
night
A glittering Angel clothed In white;
And he rolled the stone from the tomb
away,
Where the Lord of the earth and the
heavens lay;
And Christ arose in the cavern's gloom,
And In living luster came from the tomb.
Now,

the bird that sat
tree

in the

heart of the

Beheld this celestial mystery,
And its heart was filled With a sweet de
light.
And it poured á song on the throbbing

nigh- t-

Notes climbing notes, till higher, higher,
They shot to Heaven like spears ot fire.
Angei
When the glittering, whlte-rooheard
The sorrowing song of the grieving bird.
And, after, the Jubilant paean of mirth
That hailed Christ risen again on earth,
He said: "Sweet bird, be forever blest.
Thyself, thy eggs, and thy
nest!"

For mystic Russia was
of Calthere, mute at the threshold
v
vary."
He describes the "Miracle of the
Holy Fire" the church packed with
thousands eager to light their candles
at the Are sent down from heaven
once a year, accoramg to tne teacn- Ings of the Greek church, to the
priests within the marble sanctuary,
to mark the
which is supposed
sepulcher.
"And then, after the wonderful mid
night mass on the eve of Easter . . .
came the Easter morning ceremony in
the court of the Holy Sepulcher. Ah,
how gentle, how tender, how touching
It was, that simple greeting or the
wonderful morning after the delirium
and frenzy of the holy fire. AH hearts
were excited to frenzy by the holy
The Easter morning procesfire.
sion moved hundreds to tears, held
them tensely silent Instead of the
blue dome spangled with artificial
stars, a faint blue sky was over our
Instead of the glare of the
heads.
torches the sunbeams fell mildly upon
us. Instead of the yelling multitudes
we heard the sound of the wonderful
bells bells never to be' forgotten.
They sounded like strange, emotional
voices of giving. things, proclaiming a
great, a superb truth. Down below
me I saw tears streaming over the
seamed faces of many Russians as
they signed themselves, kissed one another, told one another, Christ is
pilgrims.

risen."

vr;'-...v.,a-

4
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Joy Supreme.

Sms 25c. Oiatsuot
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asJ 50c,

Talcum

25c

Coufthinrt
and harmful.
Irritation, ticklin( and
la maamtea
ooUia
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r
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once by taking

100tfPEP!
If Constipated, Bilious
or Headachy, take
"Cascarets."

:

Feel bully t Be efficient! Don't stay
sick, bilious, headachy, constipated.
Remove the liver and bowel poison
which is keeping your head dizzy,
your tongue coated, your breath bad
Why not spend a
and stomach sour.
few cents for a box of Cascareis and
enjoy the nicest, gentlest laxative-catharti- c
Cas
you ever experienced?
careis never gripe, sicken or Incon
venlence one like Snlts, Oil, Calomel
or harsh Pills. They work while you
sleep. Adv.

Oldest Christian Festival.
is the oldest festival of the
Easter
EASTER'S AWAKENING.
Christian church. The celebration of
It is really continued from Sunday to
Never yet was a springtime,
Snndnv. and will be till at last the
Late thouith llncrered the snow.
That the sap stirred not at the whisper dawn of the Eternal Sabbath breaks,
Of the south wind, sweet ana low;
and the everlasting Easter morning
Never yet was a springtime
shall
rise on a new heaven and a new
blow.
When the buds forgot to
earth. The Resurrection was an announcement of the greatest victory
Ever the wings of the summer
which has ever been won, a victory
Are folded under the mold;
Life, that has known no dying.
over bondage and over death. Many
Is Love's, to have and to hold;
have been celebrated since,
victories
Till sudden, the bourgeoning Easterl
I
can compare with this;
gold
none
but
green
the
l
and
The song the
--Margaret E. Sangster.
though many have been the result of it

The Way to
It
I knew how to kill time."
"Whv don't you Join en amateur
Do

T wish

musical society?"
ANY WOMAN CAN DYE
AND KEEP IN STYLE
"Diamond

Dyes" Turn Faded, Shabby
Apparel Into New.

Don't worry about perfect results,
Use "Diamond Dyes," guaranteed to
give a new, rich, fadeless color to any
fabric, whether It be wool, silk, linen,
dresses,
or mixed goods
cotton
blouses, stockings, skirts, children's
coats, feathers everything
Direction Book in package tells how
to diamond dve over any color. To
match any material, have dealer show
you "Diamond Dye" Color Card. Adv.
1

Relaxing.
Working today?
Second Mechanic Yep. This is an
off day with me.

First Mechanic

"

mAl mtno, ooi uywuuuio
Cairo, 111.
Of course there are many serious cases
that only a surgical operation will re
lieve. We freely acknowledge this, but
the above letter, and many others like
amply prove that many operations are
recommended when medicine in many
cases is all that is needed.
If you want special advice write to
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co. (confidential) Lynn, Mass.
Mrs,

Street

J. K.

it

Wise In His Generation.

Irate Parent What you need, young
man, is a sounu tnrasning.
Johnny Well, pn, my Sunday school
teacher says that the Lord will supply
our needs, and I don't mind waiting.
Boston Transcript.

STOMACH TORTURE

Cuticura for Pimply Faces.
Dimples and blackheads
smear them with Cuticura Ointment
Wash off In five minutes with Cuti
cura Sobd and hot water. Once clear
keep your skin clear by using them for
dallv toilet nurposes. Don't fall to in
clude Cuticura Talcum. Adv.

To remove

Facts are stubborn things, but not a
stubborn as the uplifter to whom they
are an obstacle.
Ceremonies differ, but true politeness Is ever the same.

The first tract contains 240 acres and
the Improvements are valued at $730;
the second contains 5,500 acres and no
improvements as far as known; and
the third tract contains 2,1,000 acres
with improvements valued at $2,975.
The minimum price per acre of all
three tracts
Arizona Is going Into the farming
business now, according to announce
ment at the governor's office, the farm
Idea being in connection with the needs
of the Inmates of the State Hospital
for the Insane. The tentative plan for
orchard
the farm calls for a
In the hospital grounds and a model
With the fruit bill for the
piggery.
hospital inmates amounting to $12,00(1
a year, uovernor vjurnpneu ueueves
that the inmates can maintain an orchard and hogs at no expense to the
state while at the same time having
pleasant outdoor occupations.
Is-$-

a

Com-Dou- nd

A scientific club known as the
Cooney Miners' Club has been organized at the State School of Mines at
Socorro, named In honor of the late
Captain M. Cooney, who perished in a
blizzard In the wilds of the Mogollons
was
In 1914. Charles F. Williams
elected president. It will affiliate with
the American Institute of Mining and
Metallurgical Engineers.
United States District Judge Dyer
has dismissed the suit of the Standard
Oil Company of California vs. Charles
nowe and others on stipulation of
counsel. It was a suit of the Standard
Oil Company against the Arizona
State Tax Commission with thousands
of dollnrs of taxes contingent upon the
outcome and it was announced the case
had been settled out of court.
The Las Animas Peak Gold Mines
Company Is about to resume operations
soon In Sierra county, N. M., install nn
electric plant and sink the main shaft
1,000 feet.
Mystery surrounds the death of
James Daly, formerly a well known
Nogales contractor, whose body was
found badly crushed at the foot of a
precipice nenr Magdalena de Jalisco
A piece of a mule's bridle was found in
the dead man's hand but there was no
trace, of the animal. The Mexican authorities, after holding an autopsy and
ordering a Judicial Investigation, had
the bodv burled near where It was
found.
The New Mexico stnte land office
has Just arranged to hold three
Luna
in
land
snies of state
county at Deming on June 22, 1920.

.
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moss-wreath-
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Til

FIRST SLEEP

GONE

tr.

reward!
Cared for the corse of his martyred Lord,
And piously tombed It within the rock.
And closed the gate with a mighty block.

vtít

SnmotimA
oro
r SA
fc.w..w...w
voiiu, ...
bad with female trouble that I thought
inüü'üüüllllH II i would nave to do
operated on. i dsu
from Mountalnalr to Manzuno with
a bad displacement
My right aide would
some twenty mall boxes en route.
pain me and I was
Florence,
at
of'Florence,
Bank
The
so nervous I could
mesAriz., was robbed recently. The
not bold a glass of
sage said a safe had been broken open
water. Many times
I would have to stop
and several hundred dollars stolen.
my work and sit
The Masonic temple at Albuquerque
down or I would fall
Is to be remodeley and reflnislied, the
on the floor in a
lobby Is to be enlarged and the club
faint I consulted
X several doctors and
rooms made more commodious. Some
kept
one. told me the same but
every
$10,000 will be spent.
, A I..vuM-I I .'
l...nni.
wio vitiatuavuig
V
s.eej
ngnunK
irviu
$143,878.44
The apportionment of
Ihadreadsomanytimesof Lydia
among the counties of New Mexico for ion.
E, Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound and
school purposes has been announced
it helped my sister so I began taking it
by the department of education. The 1 have never ieir. oener wan i nnvo
and am able
apportionment was made on the basis since then and I keep house
all my work. The Vegetable
do
to
census
school
per
capita.
The
$1.46
of
is certainlyone grand medicine."

Get a small bottle of "Danderlne" at
any drug store for a few cents, pour a
little into your hand and rub well Into
the scalp with the finger tips. By
morning most, if not all, of this awful
scurf will have disappeared. Two or
three applications often remove every
bit of dandruff and stop falling hair.
Every hair on scalp shortly shows more Is 120,658.
life, vigor, brightness, thickness and
A rich vein of $40 ore, chiefly sliver,
color. Adv.
partly sticking out of the ground, has
been discovered by Dr. M. M. Crocker
Most Embarrassing.
on one of the Foster claims, recently
"I notice Miss Yowler closes her leased by him, .immediately south of
eyes when she reaches for a high
the proved Bonney properties, near'
note."
Lordsburg, N. M.
"So she does, but don't think there's
The state treasury of New Mexico,
any safety for you In that."
at
the close of the quarter year ending
"What do you mean?"
"The last time she reached fotua en Februury 29, had a balance of
according to Treasurer
high note and I stopped up my ears
report. At the
she opened her eyes and caught me In Charles U. Strong's
same time, last year the balance was
the act." Birmingham
$1,468,042.73, showing an Increase of
$534,047.r0.
RUB RHEUMATISM OR
Fort Sumner, New Mexico, is making
SORE, ACHING JOINTS progress with the new dam. The sec
retary of the irirgation district turned
Rub Pain Right Out With Small over to the county treasurer 150 of its
Trial Bottle of Old "St
$100 bonds and the drive for the snle
Jacobs Oil."
of the bonds pmong local people has
It Is desired to
been very successful.
Rheumatism is "pain" only. Not get the dam finished before high v&
one case In fifty requires Internal
treatment. Stop drugging. Rub sooth'
The county supervisors at Nogales,
Ing, penetrating "St. Jacobs Oil" right
Ariz., have authorized a reward of $uOU
Into your sore, stiff, aching Joints and
for the capture of Ezequlel Lara and
muscles, and relief comes instantly.
and unidentified companion, supposed
"St. Jacobs Oil" Is a harmless rheu
to be Manuel Garcia, charged with the
matlsm cure which never disappoints
murder of Alexander and John Frasler
and cannot burn the skin.
the robbery of the Frasler Bro
and
Limber upt Quit complaining !" Get
store and postoffice at Montana
thers'
Old,
honest
a small trial bottle of
Camp.
"St. Jacobs Oil" at any drug store,
The Arizona congress of mothers, in
and In Just a moment you'll be free
at Phoenix, passed a reso
convention
stiff
soreness,
from rheumatic pain,
ness and swelllne. Don't suffer Re lution pledging Its influence to stamp
lief awaits you. "St Jacobs Oil" has out what it termed as gambling at the
cured millions of rheumatism sufferers state fair. While the resolution was so
gamin the last half century, and is Just as worded as to cover all alleged
good for sciatica, neuralgia, lumbago, bling devices at the state fair grounds,
members said It was aimed chiefly
backache, sprains. Adv.
against betting on the races.
Not His Job.
may continue to
Albuciueraueans
"Is this all you have got to eat?" the view their favorite screen stars Sun
traveler asked dejectedly as he looked day afternoon and night. Recently the
over the counter displny In the railrond
ministerial alliance started a move to
lunchroom.
close movie shows on Sunday. The
It,
thank
to
eat
got
ven
"Oh, I ha
V
matter was presented to the grand
goodness," the attendant responded,
which body reported to tho court
Jury,
earnestly. "I ohly have to sell It."
Is no statute In few Mexthere
that
The Home Sector.
lsco prohibiting Sunday movies.

Flu-Jam-

Clear Baby's Skin
With Cuticura
Soap and Talcum

barn's Vegetable Compound.
Many Such Cases.

Waatarn Nawnpaper Union Nawa Service.
A new mall route is now in operation

Easter Day.
It is a beautiful conception, the day
and its significance. Our finite minds
Invalids' Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y., for a trial And ever, my child, since that blessed are accustomed to conceive of death as
package, which was ten cents. I took two
night.
prone to stop
tableta at night and felt much better in the When Death bowed down to the Lord of the end; we are often
and not go beyond the resurmorning and by the second morning I
there
Lls;ht.
didn't feel any pain at all when voiding the
The physical world Is em
rection.
In a week there was no The eggs of that sweet bird change their
kidney secretion.
.
blematic of the change that must ever
rtmn
it m mlat BnA it. hail
hue,
take place before the springing up or
normal ever since. That was eighteen
And burn with red and gold and blue:
months ago. thereiore a wouia do ubtu wj Reminding mankind in their simple way
new life. So with the life of the spirmake the claim for ,'Anuriol too Strong. ji
it. He that loseth his life shall find
Of the holy marvel of Easter Day.
Í1 T. BTTOnV.
O'Brien.
it. Something of this thought is In the
mind of hlra who Is to find the real
-meaning of Easter. It Is the beginning
e
new vear. not In the formal cai
nf
endar of days and months, but of the
world of nature which is often all tne
Kansas City, Kans. "About the only
world of realltv to us. The season
medicine I have ever given my little boy is
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery.
speaks of abundance of life with
Ee never was very strong, and being deliall Its wonderful hopes and possibilin
very quickly,
cate would become
ties. To the Christian world Easter
would suffer loss of appetite. I would give)
And, in the glory of the
Is the aDotheosls of everything that
turn the 'Golden Medical Discovery and it
It
lilies, in the great Joy of the
Is beautiful and
always built him up in good health. Ihavo
glad morning, there should be
means the emergence of the spiritual,
also given this medicine as a spring tonioj
the message to humanity that the good
fio heart that any fate can rob
for such "Golden Medical Discovery has no
equal. I do recommend its use." MRS,
and true and beautiful can never me.
of its serenity, no soul that the
CEO. MAUL, 1812 N. 13th 81.
It is the Inspiration of the poet, the
powers of evil can successfully
essence of hope to the man of falta.
Bssault

Wtsii Run down
in Heed cf a Tc

.

By Tallisr Lydia E. Pink,

Age-Heral-

Tenderly shine the April skies,
Like laughter and tears In my child's blue
eyes.
And every face In the street is gay,
Why cloud this youngster's by saying nay?
So I cudgel my brains for the tale he begs,
And tell him this story of Easter eggs:

r

Some of the stones that don't roll
don't gather moss because others use
them for stepping stones.

al

-

As he merrily climbs on his mother's knee,
'Why are these eggs that you see me hold
Colored so finely with blue and gold?
And what Is the wonderful bird that lays
Such beautiful eggs upon Easter daysT"

All Over

New Mexico
and Arizona

hi

J

Getting Worther and Worther."
Now, when the bird from her dim recess
"Is life worth living?"
In His burial dress,
"I think that question has been en- - Beheld the Lord
And looked on the heavenly face so pale.
swered for good and all. The cost has
And the dear hands pierced with the cruel
been more than doubled and we all
.
nail,
Courier-JournLouisville
on."
bang
Her heart nigh broke with a sudden pang,
And out ot the depth of her sorrow she
ImMrtinttaMstMri
sang.
Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTOK1A, mat inmous uiu remeu
All night long till the moon was up
for Infants and children, and see that It She sat and sang in her
7
cup;
Bears the
A song of sorrow as wild and shrill
Signature of
As the homeless wind when it roams the
T
TTa nm IVi Art Toara
hill;
Castoria
Fletcher's
Cry
for
Children
Bo full of tears, so loud and long.
--
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"Danderlne" check that nasty
dandruff and stop hair

escaped nn
operatic:!

III THREE MOUTHS
Mr. Helnrlcka Was Ready to Give Up.
Then He Found How to
Regain Health.
My first sleep in 1 months was on the
second night after I began using-- Milks
Emulsion. I had had a bad cas ot stom
ach trouble and constipation for years
and was ready to give up. I was troubled
with gas, dizziness, bloat after eating,
gnawing sensation and cramps In the
stomach. Milks Emulsion was a Godsend
to me, and I want everyone to know
about a medicine that will cure cases Ilk
mlne."-- C.
E. Heinrlcks, 702 6. Alabama
St, Indianapolis, Ind.
Thousands of sufferers from catarrn or
tho stomach. Indigestion and bowel
troubles have found that Milks Emulsion
gives prompt relief and real lasting benefit.

Milks Emulsion is a pleasant, nutritive
food and a corrective medicine. It restores healthy, natural bowel action, doing away with all need of pills and physics. It promotes appetite and quickly
puts the digestive organs In shape to as
similate food. As a builder ot nesn ana
strength Milks Emulsion is strongly recommended to those whom sickness has
weakened, and la a powerful aid In resisting and repairing the effects of wasting
diseases. . Chronic stomacn trouDis ana
constipation are promptly .relieved usually in one day.
This Is the only solid emulsion maae.
and so palatable that it Is eaten with a
spoon like Ice cream.
No matter how severe your case, you
are Urged to try Milks Emulsion under
this guarantee Take six bottles home
with you, use It according to directions,
and If not satisfied with tho results your
money will bo promptly refunded. Price
0c and ffl .20 per bottle. The Milks Emulsion Co., Terre Haute, Ind. Bold by druggists everywhere. Ad.
Mild Coloration.

"Isn't that parlor socialist likely to
redi"
become an
"I think not" answered Miss Cay
enne. "He'll probably always stay Just
as he is, a sort of shrimp pink."
"CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP"
IS CHILD'S LAXATIVE
Look

at tonguel Remove poisons
from stomach, liver and
bowels.

Accept "California" Syrup of Figs
only look for the name California on
the package, then you are sure your
child is having the best and most harmless laxative or physic for the little
Children
stomach, liver and bowels.
mm
love Its delicious fruity taste,
directions for child's dose on each bottle. Give it without fear.
Mother 1 You must say "California.'
Adv.

It Is as easy for you to please tvery- body as It Is for everybody to please
you

ten-acr- e

.

1

Nlht
v
1 jS

YOUH

Often.

LlLJ

Soothes.

Hao

mná Horning.
Strong, Hdthy
they lire, itcn.
y

--

.

Irritated, .nilamea or

Granulated, use Murina

KfrIa.

lr

sate tot

Infant orAdult AtallJUrugsnsts. write ior
Free Eye Book. Kutat Ej

w
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Several attended the tractor ebow,
at Roy last Monday. They report
it about the only way to farm suc-

cessfully.

ü

Groceries
reg. price
1.40

Honejr Flavored syrup i gal can
Valley Maple Flavored Syrup
i gal cm
1

Snowdrift 21b can

2.70

sale price
1.20

1.20
2.30
.75
1.40
2.70

1.40

"

2.70
.85

n

1.65

8 " "

2.30

2.90

'

Mr. T. A. Hawkins and wife, Mrs.
Witt and little grandson, Ira Witt left
for Eric, Oklahoma last Wednesday.
Mrs.. Shaw's father and mother, Mr.
and Mrs. Pound are visiting here for
a few weeks. They may stay for the
summer.
drove his
Mr.
Steve . Powell
new car in to Roy last Friday evening
to get his cousin Miss Ruby Everett
Mrs. Raymond Myers,' father is
here this week from Hutchinson,
Kansas.
Mr. W. A. Sttpp is back from
Oklahoma where he was called a few
weeks ago to see his wife who had
the flu. She is getting along very
well.
Mr. Everett Turner who bought
Allen
Rose's relinquishment' has
moved on his place.
Roy Meyers has moved from the
Holder farm to the Frank Goehri

1.70
1.90
.90
1.00
:15
.17
Morado Deas
per
can
15c
while
at
corn
it
lasts
Sweet
Grimes

Pitted Cherries gal can
Strained Honey quart jar

.

,

farm.

Goblin Toilet Soap 6 bars for 25cts.

Mr. Jesse Botler has gone to Texas for his health. He expects to be
gone six months.
Several young folks went picnic- ing to the canyon up east of Kephart
last Saturday. All report the best
time they ever had.
Mr. Orville Olsen who has been vis
iting his brother, Edwin will return
ta his home this wek at Coy, Oklahoma.
--

DRY GOODS
Lawn and Voile waists
Georgette and Pongee waists

1.29

1.75

"

I have a fine, Registered "Big-Ben- "
a
Boar oné year old
which I keep at the head of my herd.
Parties wishing to breed to him will
be accommodated.
pd.
JOE WOODWARD,
Rcute A.
strainPoland-Chin-

4.99

6.50

Ladies, we want you to come and see our stock of Ladies Suits, Coats and Dress.
buy and
Now is the time to buy that new Easter Dress, we have it for you so now is the time to
nave money.

We are in the market for Siberian Millet.

Bring in

your samples.

THAT CAR OF JOHN DEERE IMPLEMENTS HAS ARRIVED AND WE WILL BE PLEASED
TO SHOW YOU AND QUOTE YO PRICES ON ANY PIECE OF FARM MACHINERY THAT

THE
Spankh-Amcrica- n

Reüistnu
.

AUGUST Í?, 1911

IRVIN OGDEN,
EDITOR

or
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See this wonderful picture at

.0 Y THE ATE
Saturday night

'

March 27th.

Rinps

101

thn nnininn mnlcino- - ma

chinery of the world has been under
more definite control than ever before.
of the
Not only was the
nations mobilized, but their mind- power as well. People were not only
told what to do, out wnat to, minn.
Regimenting the popular mind gave
some forms of propaganda a tremendous ptfwer which their inherent mer-- it
did not warrant. Certain inter
ests are loath to let go that control
of the popular mind, iney sun want
to compel the people's thinking. Years
ago a famous phrase was coined in a
bribery case "accelerating public opinion" that is, bringing it to a de
sired point quickly. The phrase was
used to justify immoral use of money
Well, the same immorality, if not
the same method, is widespread today. The habit of compelling other
people to think in a desired way is
strongly fixed in some quarters, it
ia annnrtint in the deluee of propaga- nIda which is not only wasting the mon
ey and efforts of its designers, ouc
ia oIoa iWtrnvino' the Daticnce and
confidence of the public. Most of the
propaganda circulating toaay is tenso
with the fear of the privileged class
that a change is coming which will
curtail their privileges. They want
the people to think against such a
change which is a sure way of get-tthe nentile to think about it.
'When a certain class opposes certain
aspects of constructive cnange, iv
proof to a large part 01 tne peopie
that there is something worth while in
.
the change.
agencies of this
The
country and of the world seem to have
suffered a setback. They have been
so long the organs of propaganda anu
censored facts that they seem to have
lost their former pride in giving the
complete facts of any situation. The
"Ignorant Idealist" of the Dearborn
Independent.
man-pow-

"Floersheim Merc Góo

racrar
DOUGLÑS FñiRBfíNXS

mm

in "Mis Majesty, the American

This is Douglas Fairbanks greatest picture and one
of the best pictures ever shown at Roy. It is worth
going miles to see

Col. George E. Cochrane,

AUCTIONEER

By the Wilson Company, Mills, N. M.
TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY

MARCH 30, & 31t
Introducing the

NEW EMERSON

12-2- 0

Tractors dont fail to attend this Demonstration.
TTTT "TO

Experienced
Farm Sales a specialty,
I know the value of farm
Proficient,
property and will get it for my clients.
Competent Clerk furnished if desire4
Reasonable terms. Am a notary and c A take
acknowledgements on sale paper,
and help you secure money to meet your obligations. My aim is to benefit both seller buyer
Bills of Sale, Notes and Mortgages supplies

Midieran ia still receiving a great
deal of deleterious advertisement from-,
the trial of the hundred and more rerhartrpA with COr- urlin aro
nkl!.,no
"
n
JUUiiviic
""
ruption, fraud and conspiracy in con- -.
nection witn tne election uj.
H. Newberry to the united ata tes
senate. It is a credit to the otate
that most of its people including a
nMmVuii.
have
1MI
liuniuvi nf Pcmihlinn

iiu'"

See me and get my terns and dates
before deciding about your sale. Dates made
n
office.
at the
Col. George E. Cochrane, Mills, N. M.
Spanish-America-

SnH

26j

TRACTOR

The most power for the weight and money ever
offered. This Demonstration will be held under
Actual Field Conditions. If you are interested in

f

AUCTIONEER!
Farm Sales a specialty

Offers the you benefit of his wide acquantance
years of experience as a successful Salesman.

MILLS, NEW MEXICO

and

Competent Clerk, Notes, Mortgages, Bills of Sale
Notary work and othe necessities furnished if desired.

Insurance

Real Estate

Arrange your sale date well in advance, dates
office.
also made at Spanish-American

f

Wnuld

CUnísh

thlB

suffrage. The prose- crime against
:
.
me mu-:
cution ano punisnmentt 01 il.
republic
ñáis, big and little, and the
pudiation of men who profit by such
outrages will take every blemish from
Michigan's lair name.
Senator Harding, one of th maDy
presidential candidates, ia
wasting a lot of his own and the peo
pie's time campaigning for votes in
Texas. If he doesn't become president until Texas decides to support
him, he has a long wait ahead.
Republican

White

Col. F.O.

er

nr

1

taom

-

SnWiptwa J2.C0 Per Tuf
"There aro difference between Sen-atEntered as second-clas- s
matter at the
Lodge and Senator Borah," says
a Washington correspondent. One poatofilce in Roy, New Mexico
difference is that Borah is frank to
admit he wants to kill the peace treaty
The Republican Senate has ceased
Is Chairman Hays quite sure that to function as a deliberate body bebis Committee of 171 is sufficiently cause of the aspirations of its leaders
numerous to represent all the differ to win the Presidency. Here is the
ent Republican views on the League list of these Republicans of Oblo, John
son of California, Lenroot of Wisof Nations ?
consin, Poidexter of Washington, Bor.
ah of Idaho, Lodge of ' Massachussets
Repúblicas senators have made con- Knox of Pennsylvania, Sutherland of
sideration of the treaty an excuse for West Virginia, Watson of Indiana,
delaying constructive legislation as La Follette of Wisconsin and Sherwell as an occasion for attacking the man of Illinois. Several of these
aré
president They are about to be de only "dark horses," f course, bub
prived of their pretext for ignoring each seems to except a call
if a deadthe duties which they owe in the way lock should come in the Chicago con
of domestic measures.
vention.
Hiram Johnson ,who is "ProgressPresident Wilson has reminded the ive" in the West and conservative in
Republican senatorial obstructionists the North and the East, is causing
that nullification of the treaty cannot the old guard leaders work and serbe disguised as ratification, no matter ious concern. They fear his influence
how nic the choice of verbage may in the Republican national convention
in the Republican national convenbe.
tion.
The Penrose-Haye- s
group see
danger
ahead.
. Those who would nullify the treaty
The standpatters are uneasy also
and turn America's victory into deGeneral Wood and Senator Johnlest
consequences.
And
feat must take the
in
war is one of the certain results of son dynamite Senator Hardin
Ohio.
The Presidential worries of
destroying the League of Nations.
the Republicans interefer with the
business
of Congress. With the House
Nullifiers in the Senate don't like
the name the President has given them studiously and prayerfully hunting
It fits them and suits their manners, for political capital and the Senate
but they want disguises, not becom- launching and fostering Presidential
bocms, the people are getting the
ing garb.
worst of the bad bargain they made
when they elected the Sixty-sixtCongress.
We depend on each other for our
daily bread also for our daily mind- We do not mix sand with our flour,
why should we mix untruth and pre
judice with the elements out of which
we make our daily mind? Facts arethe basis of all constructive thinking
The, privileged classes are afraid of
unfavorable facts. But facts are notaccommodating things. Wisdom con
sista in taking both unfavorable and
favorable Facts and distilling Truth
out of them. The people need, and
need now, a large grist of Facts
not opinions. Give them Facts, they
will make their own opinions.

SEE US BEFORE YOU BUY.

D

SR.-

AND PUBLISHER

h'

J

YOU NEED.

.Senator .Sherman of Illinois declares
that Republicans must "save" Sena,
tor Newberry, now under charges of
corruption, fraud and conspiracy in
connection with his election to the
Senate. There was not a very enthusiastic public response to this cry
for help.

Which platform are the Republicans going to adopt at their national
convention
the one to be written by
a youth "less than 25 years old" for
the prize offered by a wealthy member of the party, or that framed by
the Committee of 171 veteran politicians selected by Chairman Hays ?
The only sort of record which the
Republican Congress appears able to
make is a phonographic record.

rut

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, New

FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

PANIRM.AmrICN.

tTn5

Classified
Ads

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
1920
Mexico, Fc'.rua:.
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
Republication
February 20 1920
February 20, 1920
Notice is h:..!.y J.ui that Nicolas,
hereby
given
is
Charles
that
Notice
Notice is hereby given that Fran- Dec. 18, 1914, made H. E. No. 019039
W. Farley, of Roy, Mora Co., New cisco Romero, of Albert, New Mexico,
for SVi NWU, Sec. 13, Stt NEU,
Mexico, who, on January 6th, 1917, who, on December 28, 1916, made.
Rate 5c per line each inserSection 14, Twp. 20N., Range 28E.,
made AddT Homesead Entry No. Homestead entry, No. 023438, for the N M
filed
Six ordinary words
of
tion.
notice
P Meridian, has
023786, for NWU NE, NE14 NW',4 WW SWK; SEtt
SW4 intention to make three years proof
SW;
make a line.
and Wtt NW4, Section 7, Township SEtt; Section 21, Township 21 N.,
to establish claim to i:ie land above
18 N, Range 25 E., N. M. P. Meridian, Range
28 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has described, before Register and Receiv
has filed notice of intention to make filed notice of intention to make final
S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Final Three Year Proof, to estab- three year Proof, to establish claim er U.
on
the
5th day of April, 1920.
lish claim to the land above describ. to the land above described, before
Claimant names as witnesses:
ed, before F. H. Foster, U. S.
W II. Willcox, U. S. Commissioner,
FOR SALE
Frank Gonzales, Celso Martinez,
at his office at Roy, New at his office at Roy, New Mexico, on Eduardo
Gonzales,
all
Luis
Martinez,
Mexico, on the Ninth day of April, the Ninth day Í April, 1920.
of Albert, N. M.
FOR SALE 80 acres deeded land,
1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
PAZ VALVERDE,
2 miles northwest of Solano, N. M.
Leandro M. Gallegos, of Roy, New
Register
MRS. MARTHA FRANK,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Mexico, Luis de Herrera, of Albert,
....San Angelo, Texas.
Webb Kidd, Geo. H. Ray, Oscar New Mexico, Eduardo Sandoval, of
Kidd, A. I. Burleson, all of Roy, New
Albert, New Mexico, David Sandoval,
HORSES AND JACKS FOR SALE
Daily Thought
Mexico.
of Albert, New Mexico.
32000 Percheon Stallions.2 black
Let na consider tJie reason of the
PAZ VALVERDE.
PAZ VALVERDE,
nothing Is Inv that Is not one gray, 4 and 5 years old, 2 Mamease;
for
Register. -- .,,.,.
Register.
i,. .t,,in Powell.
moth Black Jacks, 15 ' hands high
Horse measure.
HARTLY & THARNTON,
Clayton, N. Mex.
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DENTIST
H. S. Murdoch
D. D. S. of
Springer, will be in

ROY,

April 19 to 25th
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Why Avery Tractors Lead
The Avery Tractor is different from Other tractors.

It has a perfected opposed motor? with

re-

newable inner cylinder walls, gasifiérs that turn kerosene into gas, and adjustable crankshaft boxes
It has a round radiator, with no fan, belts, pumps, chains, or other such parts. It has a patented
sliding feame which makes possible the simplest and most efficient belt andj drawbar transmission
system built. That is why the Avery design Jias proved so successful.
That is why there are
Avery tractors which have been working m the hands of owners for many years and are still good
or many more years of hard work. The words "Avery Tractors" and "Motor Farming Success"
.

thing.
You stoeuld investigate what motor farming with Avery Tractors can do for you. Come ia and
ilet tus talk .about the matter and look over the sample tractors we have on our display floor.

When

LIBERTY GARAGE
Range 32 E N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make Final
Three Year Proof to establish claim
to the land above described, before
A. A. Wynne, U. S. Commissioner, at
his office in Mosquero, N. M. on the
ninth day of April, 120.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Encarnación Anaya. of Gallegos,
N. M., Eufracio Baca, of Gallegos,
N. M., Juan Luis Baca, ot Gallegos,
N. M., Faustin Hernandez, of Galle-

XOIIICE FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, "New
Mexico, January 28, 1920
Notice is hereby given that Rudolph
C. Grunig of Roy, Mora Co., N. M.,
who on January 6, 1917, made Add'l
Homestead Entry No. 0237S7, for
SW14 NW, EÍ4 NW4, and NWÍ4
NE, Section 8, Twp. 18N Range
25E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed no'
M.
tice of intention to make Final Three
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register. Year Proof to establish claim to the
land above described, before F. H.
Foster, U. S. Commissioner at his office at Roy, N. M., on the 7th day of
April, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
A. I. Burleson, Webb Kidd, Geo.
Roy Dru Store
H. Ray, Oscar Kidd, all of Roy, N.M.
fc.
PAZ VALVERDE,
M. D. GIBBS, Proprietor,
Register

Fairviéw Pharmacy
The

Pure Drugs and Chemicals
Ice Cream Parlor

Soda Fountain,
AND

EASTMAN

FILMS

AND

A

COMPLETE

LINE

DAILY PAPERS

OF

JqM

Cigars and T

--

ceo

see- -

Deubler

Money to Loan
Liberal Amounts,
no Commissions

Straight Rates.
Southwestern Realty Co.
Phone

3 on 25,

AGENTS WANTED
CANDY BUSINESS. We start
you, at home, or anywhere;
everything furnished; $30 wkly
experience
and up;
unnecessary.
Specialty Candy
making Company, 5 South 18th
St. Philadelphia Penna.
8tch
men-wome-

n;

FARM TO RENT
320 acre

SUPPLIES

MAGAZINES

Articles.

SE,

We have the

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

"1

Notice is hereby, given that Frank
make Final Three Year Proof, to establish claim to the land above de- Aldies, oí Roy, Mora Co., N. M., who
scribed, before F. H. Foster, U. S. on Sept 27, 1916, made Addl Home.
Commissioner at his office at Roy, stead Entry, No. 023183, for Eft SE4
NEÍ4,; Section 31, Twp. 20NM
N. M., on the 6th day of April, 1920. and E
Range 25E. N M P Meridian, has filed
Claimant names as witnesses:
F. N. Coldiron, W. T. Coldiron, Pat notice of intention to make Final
Ledoux, A. S. Hoskins, al lof Roy, Three Year Proof, to establish claim
to the land above céscrlbed, before
New Mexico.
F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner at
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register his office at Roy, N. M., on the 6th
Way of April, 1920.
Claimant names as' witnesses:
Zoologist's Paradise.
Antonio R. Lucero, Andras Ebell,
Messina, Sicily, Is known as the Leandro Martinez, R. R. Leach, all of
paradise of zoologists. Unusual fa- Roy, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,
cilities arc. offered there for the study
Register
of the diiep sta fuuna.
.

A

1920, Model"K"s
on hand

Buick Co.

South-Wester- n

713 Douglass St.

E. Las Vegas,

NewMex.Ne

z

NOTICE TO WHOM IT MAY

PEDIGREED

Marquise Wheat it may is
Kersan Late Oat undersigned
day

Recleaned SEED FOR SALE
ALSO
REGISTERED HEREFORD
CATTLE
AND POLAND CHINA HOGS

La Cueva Farm
& Cattle Co.

CONCERN

Notice
hereby given to whom
concern that E. H. Hughes, the
was appointed on the 1st
oí jviarch A. D., 1920, Administrator of th" Estate of Oscar A. Million, deceased, and all nersons hav.
ing claims against the Estate of said
Oscar A. M.llion, deceased, will present the same with'n the time prescribed by law.
E. H. HUGHES,

Administrator.
AVISO

A QUIENES

CONCIERNA

Aviso es por esta dado a quienes
concierna que E. H. Hughes, el abajo
firmado fue nombrado en este día 1ro
La CUEVA, NexMex.
de Marco, A. D., 1920, Administrador
jde el Estado de Oscar A. Million, dif-- I
E
FARM FOR SALE 1 unto, "y todas personas que tengan
mile east of Roy, well improved, well, cuentas encontra de el Estado del dicho
fences, R. F. D. and telephone. Priced lOscar A Million difunto, presentaran
ilas mismas dentro del tiempo
to sell.
por ley.
E.H.HUGHES,
RICHARD REYNOLDS,
Administrador.
Ray, N. Mex.
pres-jerip-

A HOME

farm well improved

to rent
FOR SALE:.- -1 or 2 horses good
harness, good Sewing Machine.
H. E. NOBLE, Roy, N.M.

BETTER Cars

Will Build Them

'

Pho'os

Department of the Interior
Section
No. 023119, Stt
25, Twp. 20N., Rng. 27E., N. M. P U. S. Land Office at Clayton, New
Mexico
M., has filed notice of intention to

PHONOGRAPHS, TALKING MACHINES AND
OKEH RECORDS

News Stand,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, New
Mexico, January 28, 1920
Notice is hereby given that James
G. Gambrel, of Roy, Mora Co., N. M.,
who on Jan. 9, 1916, made Homestead

Entry

All Popular Drinks and Ices
KODAKS

PHOTOGRAPHERS

FINANCIAL

Department, of the Interior, U. S. Land
03ke jat Clayton, J&ew Mexico
February 20, 1920
Notice is Jiaceby givien that Alfon-z- o
C. de Baca, of Gallegos, New Mexico, who m August .8, 2916, made
No.
Original
Entry,
Homestead
022793, and on May 8, 1919. made Additional Homestead Entry No. 026249,
for Lot 1, SE
of NEÍ4 .Section 4;
Lots 2, 3, 4, SWÍ4 of NEÍ4 SK of gos, N.
Lot 1 and SEÍ4 of
NW4 Section-3- ;
NE4 of Sec&w 3, Township 17 N.,

J. M. George, Owner

"Biiick

2uuh

WHEAT WANTED Half bushel
or more by one with whom dieting
is imperative. State price, Address
Box 266, Roy, N, M.

L. E.

stuff will sell! Private sale
up to date of public sale.
Time given if wanted. Bills
next week.

are built

Xin

WANTED! A FARMER. A man
who understands farming.married or
single, to farm on shares. A man who
can go ahead with the management
and work of a large farm.
A good opportunity for the right
man. Write to or see
MRS. DON BRADLEY,
Mosquero, N. Mex.

For farm views

this

Absolutely

Roy, N. M, R. "A."

Wanted To Boy: A farm or ranch,
if at a bargain price have nothing
definite in mind as to size or locality
naturally will prefer as near town or
railroad as price and fertility being
equal. Address box 221 Webb City,
Missouri.

mean the

s,

Call early and let us examin Good
Percheon Stallion,
your teeth. NO CHARGE weight over 1300 lbs. for sale or will
trade for good span of mules. See
FOR CONSULTATION.
him at my farm.
Office at Kitchelle Hotel
JOE WOODWORD,

WANTED
There's a Tractor in the Avery Line that is just the size you need. Avery Tractors are buil in
II. P. Avery Tractor that makes motor farming a success even on ten acre
six sizes. The little
H. P. There is
H. P. to
farms. Then there are five larger sizes of Avery Tractors from
'
no farm kn big and none too small for an Avery Tractor.

Well-Casing-

Horses, Stallions, Mares
Colts, Fillief
Duroc Jersey Hogs,
Tom Baron White Leghorn
Chickens
Harness, Carts, etc.

uiv J 'ssainsnq

papwp

0

s,

s,

Clean Rooms for rent
We solict y our patronage

3p08

jo pjai

Stock-Tank-

Roy, Apr. 5, '20

X.

'ru
Suuijjo

Wind-Mill-

g

Mrs Frank Seidel Proprietor

Stan. Rychlewski will have a
sale April 7 everything on a welj
equipped farm. Bills next week

2uno

tandem Disc Harrows

Public Sale

Public Sale

ÍUÍ

Pr

New Cafe

W. S. MORRIS,
Roy, New Mexice,

'NNVWI3H T

trrrifr PIrtvn

Baum Bro's Roy, N.M.

l'jc

Route A.

nnfl

Self-Oilin-

FOR SALE: Four Fat Hogs, will
dress 200 lbs. each. Also Spring Rye
for Seed, and Speltz seed.

'r

i,..

Carload of Farm Im- plements, OLIVER,

WINONA FARM WAUONS,
Pumps,
Pumpingng Engines, Deep-We- ll
Auto Oils,

MILK COWS FOR SALE: 6 Good
young cows fresh in April. See
RALPH THOMPSON,
Solano, N. Mex.

if

5

'SS&

300 BUSHELS OF HOG MILLET
per pound.
L. H. BROCK,
2t pd
Abbott, N. Mez.

SEED,

,

BANK
A SUBSTANTIAL
AND A BIG BANK Is

BANK

THE
ROY TRUST
SAVINGS-BAN-

&

It Aims to be Abreast of the times
'

and

Still be Conservative.

It has
Capital $50,000.00
Surplus, 3,000.00
It merits your Confidence and invites your
business, whether you are Depositor or

Brr:wer
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By VICTOR ROUSSEAU
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(Copyright,

1919,
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Illustrations by Irwin Myers
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MY

LIFE!"

Bynopsl. Hilary Askew, a young American, Inherits from an uncle a
hundred square miles of forest In Quebec. Upon .taking possession, he discovers all sorts of queer things. Lamartine, his uncle's lawyer, tells him the
property la comparatively worthless and tries to Induce him to sell. Lafe
Connell, the mill foreman, tells him his uncle has been systematically robbed.
Morris, the manager, Is associated with the Ste. Marie company, a rival concern owned by Brousseau, the "boss" of the region. Madeleine, the beautiful daughter of Seigneur Rosny, original owner of Askew's land, Is pursued by Brousseau, who has her father In his power. The hero decides to
stay and manage bis property. He discharges Morris and makes Connell
manager. He whips "Black" Pierre, foreman of a gang of Brousseau's men
cutting on his land. He defies Brousseau. Leblanc, his boss Jobber, deserts
to the enemy. From Father Luden Askew learns the story of Marie Dupont,
daughter of the captain of a lumber schooner. The girl's mother, now dead,
had been betrayed, and she herself Is looked on askance and has few friends.
Marie knows the name of her mother's betrayer, but has never revealed It
to Her father. Askew finds Madeleine Rosny hostile to him. Askew and Connell visit a Ste. Marie dance hall. ,

CHAPTER

Baptlste sprang at her, seized her
by the sleeve of her dress, and tried to
pull her from her seat. Hilary saw
Nanette protesting angrily; he could
not hear Baptlste's excited exclama-

tions, but he heard faintly the scream
that came from Marie's lips. At once
there was a general movement toward
the group. Some of the lumbermen
Interfered. Baptlste turned upon them
with menacing fists. The little man
was beside himself with fury. Then
Simeon came waddling down the room
with his ducklike shuffle, and took
Baptlste by both arms. With slow
but Inexorable force he led him toward
the door. It seemed almost as If Baptlste, struggling In vain and mouthing
Incoherently, was In the grip of some
machine, for the momentum of Simeon's movements was composed much
more of bulk than of velocity. Amid
the jeers of the crowd Baptlste was
thrust from the door, and Simeon
turned and waddled back into the
room, where the dancing was In full
swing once more.
Hilary saw Marie flying round In
the arms of a gigantic woodsman. Baptlste, seated upon, the step before the
dance hall, was weeping pitifully. The
little drama came home to Lafe with
equal poignancy. Hilary saw that his
eyes were blazing.
"We'll get that girl away from
here," he said.
Lafe nodded, and the two went In. ,
At first they were not recognized
through the clouds of rolling smoke. It
was Nanette who saw Hilary first She
uttered a sharp exclamation and
pointed toward him. At once the two
found themselves under the Cre of all
eyes.

The news reached Simeon Duval as
he was reaching up for a bottle In his
closet, and be came pulling out and
waddled toward Hilary, his pale-blu- e
on

fixed

him

in

malevolent

scrutiny.
"En, Meestalr Askew, you have a
drink on me?" asked Simeon, holding
out the bottle under Hilary's nose.
The action was at once a challenge
and an overture, to be Interpreted In
either fashion, according to the hearer's Inclination.
Hilary shook his head. "I don't
drink, Simeon," he answered curtly.
"Yon want to dance, then, eh? You
want a lady to dance?"
"I do not."
"Nor to play card, eh?"
"Not tonight, Simeon."
you come to
"Then what the h
my place for?"
Simeon's blue eyes glared Into Hilary's. In his younger days the man
had been the bully of the lumber
camps; still of great strength, he could

your brother Is thinking of opening a
hell like this one at St. Boniface."
The lumbermen had begun to edge
In about them. Sentiment, while run:
nlng strongly against the Intruder,
was not angrily hostile. The men were
eager to see how Hilary would bear
himself against Simeon, and they
hoped for some fun. Hilary saw among
them the face of Simeon's brother
Louis, who looked like a small model
upon a lighter scale.
"My brother here. He speak for
himself, Meestalr Askew. He not
afraid. You think, p'r'aps, because
you thrash Black Pierre, you boss in
Ste. Marie?"
"No, I don't

I wish I were," said
Hilary. "If I were, Simeon, I should
run you down to Quebec jail right off
the reel. But I'm boss In St. Boniface,
and If Louis opens a liquor den there,
I'll break his head open and run him
In afterward."
Few of those present understood his
exact meaning, but an ominous growl
showed that this declaration was ap
preciated at more or less Its correct
value. The mob began moving forward. For a few moments the situa
tion looked menacing. Hilary took the
aggressive, as usual.
"Ah, Leblanc l" he called out. "How
do you like your new job? I'm start
ing In to cut out that limit you
handed back to me. There's some
good timber there, Leblanc."'
Leblanc snarled and started forward, shaking his fist and muttering.
However, he could not get through the.
press, and It Is not probable that he
tried very hard to do so.
"Well, that's about all, Simeon,"
Hilary called. "I Just came In to look
at your place and give your brother a
fiiendly warning, because I never
warn when I'm ready to strtke."
"My brother take care ot himself.
He ain't afraid of you," said Simeon,
who kept as cool as Hilary. Hilary
Intuitively summed him up as the most
"But I
dangerous of his opponents.
guess you ain't going like that. Meestalr Askew," continued the liquor-selle"I ask yon to have a drink on
me an you say no. Now you going to
v
buy drinks all round, eh?"
Hilary laughed out loud. "Not for
your crowd, Simeon," he answered.
Simeon planted his fat body heavily
before him. "What you say? You buy
drinks, eh?" he demanded truculently.
Hilary put his hands on Simeon's
shoulders and pushed hlra bodily backwho was planted
Simeon,
ward.
rather than stood, at first resisted as
a tree might resist a gentle shove with
the hand ; but he could not resist the
strength behind Hilary's shoulders,
and he began to sway and went toppling backward, landing, still rigid,
upon the floor.
Some of the girls shrieked, and the
came surging forward
lumbermen
toward Hilary and Lafe and began to
hustle them. Yet, knowing Hilary's
reputation, they hesitated a moment
before Initiating hostilities; and that
moment brought an unexpected Interr.

ruption.

baptist Serano at Her, Seized Her
by the Sleeve of Her Dress 'and
Tried to Pull Her From Her 8eat
Imve matched himself against any
xuan, with the doubtful exception of
Black Pierre; but Hilary's exploit upon
the latter had a restraining effect upon
htm.

J
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by George ÍL Doran Co.)

"YOU HAVE SAVED

eyes
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"Fve come to have a look at you,
Simeon," said Hilary genlaMy.
"We91, you see me now, eh, Meestalr
Askew? What you think of me. eh?"
proprietor.
Hstorted the üance-hal- l
"Maybe you like to look some more,
eh?"
"I thin' ynn're just about what I ex- - . '
, riswered. "I hear

For a boy ran screaming In at the
door, and what he cried startled the
Simeon, who had
entire assemblage.
been struggling to his feet, was upon
them In an Instant. But before the
crowd had recovered from Its confusion two officers In the uniform of the
revenue department came running in.
They carried revolvers n their hands,
and they pounced upon Simeon and
had him at their mercy In an Instant.
At once the whole scene was dissolved. Men and girls ran this way
and that, a wildly Hying, panicky mass.
It was one thing to drink and brawl In
Ste. Marie, but quite another to defy
the tireless officials of the revenue department, who patroled the river at
uncertain Intervals, whose arms were
very long.
Whether any one except Simeon was
wanted In that particular place was
never known, for It was all the officers
could do to hold on to him, while the
crowd stampeded past them toward
the door, a cursing, struggling mass,
carrying Lafe and Hilary along with It.
In the street they pulled themselves
out of the crush and took refuge In an
alley. All Ste. Marie was in a turmoil.
News of the raid had spread everywhere with lightning swiftness. Lights
were being extinguished, liquor hidden
away, lumbermen and girls were run
ning In wild panic through the streets.
Suddenly tiey perceived Marie Du
pont among the crowd. Her eyes were
wide with fright and she wat Strug- -

gllng helplessly In the crowd, borne
this way and that by the conflicting
currents. Hilary forced his way toward
her and dragged her into the alley.
There she broke down; she fell upon
her knees In the mud, rocking to and
fro and moaning.
Hilary bent over her. Lafe saw that
his face was stern. "I am going to take
you home," be said.
She looked up at him plteously. She
appeared to recognize him, but was too
terrified to understand. He drew her
to her feet and, with Lafe on the other
side, they began to make their way
quickly toward the beach by a narrow
passage among the cottages.
But ns they started Lafe looked back
and saw, wedged In the crowd behind
them, Jean Baptlste. He had been try
lng to reach the girt, but It was lmpos
slble to move a foot in that struggling
human torrent. He saw them, and his
eyes were dilated with Impotent fury.
There was murder In them as they fell
upon Hilary. Lafe shuddered.
His Impulse was to wait Tor the man,
but he recognized that Baptlste was
l.
He
beyond all reason and

had misinterpreted Hilary's action;
the only thing now was to elude hlra
and get the girl away before Baptlste
could follow. He was glad Hilary had
not seen Baptlste. He meant to say
nothing of It.
The three set out on their way,
Marie at first sobbing and holding
back, then gradually growing calm un
der Hilary's assurances, and at last
going willingly. Her dress was drag
gled with mud, her finery awry; she
looked pitiful and frightened. Hilary
felt a great wrath growing In him as
he looked at her. At last they gained
the shore road and presently reached
Marie's cottage.
She felt In her dress for the key
with shaking fingers. Hilary took H
from her and opened the door. "Never
go to that place again," he said sternly. '.'Let this be a lesson to you !"
She went inside. Lafe und Hilary
waited till the lamp was lit and,
through the torn shade, they saw Marie
Dupont crouched before the stove, her
,
face on her arms.
"I guess we'd better be going, Lafe,"
he said.

Hilary drew to one side, to give the
girl passage. He was watching the
trotting horse, now swiftly nearing
him, and wondering whether he ought
to make any sign of recognition, when
he was almost thrown from his feet
by a vibration of the ground, followed
by a dull roar that grew Into an Infernal crescendo and rolled away underground In a prolonged reverberation. The charge had been exploded.
Hilary saw the horse rear, curvet,
and then, maddened with fear, leap
wldly forward. An Instant later It became clear that It was no longer under control. The terrified animal bolted at full speed along the road steward hlra, while the girl pluckily kept
her seat and pulled jvlth all her might,
but unavaillngly, on curb and snaffle.
She-- - was a practiced horsewoman,
for none other could have kept her
seat when the horse went rearing
backward; but no amount of skill
could avail unless the beast were got
under control before the downhill Into
the village was reached. There was
a gate across the track, which Hilary
had Josed. Flung over this, It would
be a miracle If the girl escaped with
her life.
Hilary made his decision hi an Instant, made It with the roar of the
released torrent In his ears, and the
thunder of the breaking jam, the crash

IP
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"She's had her lesson." "I hope so. I've seen enough this
evening, Lafe.

It

makes me sick to

think that there are wretches Tile
enough to encourage this, for money or
for Influence." He turned on him. "If
I can trace Brousseau's hand In tHls
They Saw Marie Dupont Crouched Bework," he said, "heaven help hlra !"
fore the Stove, Her Face on Her
CHAPTER Vlf.
"Look to Your Boom!"
Baptlste worked all the next Monday
on the boom, fiercely and unsparing of
himself or his men. Hilary, a little
puzzled by the little man's sullen manner toward himself, attributed It to his
personal distress at what had happened In Ste. Marie. He did not know
that Baptlste was aware of his presence there, and felt happy In the consciousness that he had done hlra some
service. Nothing would have pleased
him better than to have seep his suit
with Marie Dupont successful.
The strengthening of the boom wa
finished. The wooden structure had
been Immensely fortified with great
trunks, lashed and nailed together,
resting in concrete which had been
molded into the crevices of the rocks
on cither side of the cataract. Hilary
examined and approved of the work.
It seemed to remove all possibility of
danger.
Everything depended on the first
mliiute after the jara was broken. If
the torrent could be carried off through
the sluice gates, In the main, the logs
would find on easy passage over the
dnm Into the lake. But actually the
boom seemed to resist the
torrent without any likelihood of
breakage.
The charge was to be exploded at
three in the afternoon. That day Hil
ary was kept busy In his office, going
over the pay roll In preparation for
Gangs of men
the October changes.
had been returning from the south
shore, and he had signed on a number.
He was aware that some of Brousseau's agents had been at work attempting to dissuade them; however,
the men wanted work, and even
Brousseau could not hire them and
keep them idle upon bis skeleton company at Ste. Marie Hilary discovered that the Ste. Marie enterprise .existed only upon that of St. Boniface,
and, like the parasitic plant, withered
when its prop and sustenance was

withdrawn.
It was two o'clock by his watch
when he pushed his papers. aside and
strolled up the path that led through
the woods toward the gorge. Hilary
had left St. Boniface behind him and
was approaching the gorge, from which
he could hear the shouts of the gang
making preparations for the discharge,
when he saw Madeleine Rosny riding
along the road toward him.
She had evidently been to the Ste.
Marie territory, and, he suspected, on
xne patn was
a visit to Brousseau.
narrow, with the descending bank of
the wooded gorge on one hand ,and a
steep, shelving ascent overgrown with
young spruce and pine, upon the other.

Arms.

of logs hurled free and rebounding
from and buffeting one another. He
planted himself directly In the course
of the maddened animal, whose hoofs
churned up a shower of stones.
"Keep your seat I" he shouted to the
girl.
For one instant he saw her, pale,
with frightened eyes, but firm In the
saddle, still pulling against the curb,
while the open mouth, distorted by
the bit and chain that pressed the
foamed, and the white of the
eyes gleamed ..wickedly beneath the
ears, flat with the head. Then Hilary
saw the horse rear and the shod hoofs
Then, somehow, he caught
uprise.
the reins and leaped for the shelving
bank, and missed.
He lost his foothold, but he clung
to the reins, while the horse plunged
and reared, each jerk almost tearing
his arms from their sockets. Now he
was swept against the branches of the
trees that overhung the road, and
blinded by the swishing twigs and
boughs, now the precipice was under
him, and the gorge below, where the
logs crackled and thundered as they
battered their way down the river.
He saw the. girl clinging to the saddle,
then to the beast's mane; he tried to
reach her with his arms, but he could
not stop the bolting animal ; and then
he was flung free, and the riderless
horse went galloping down the road
toward St Boniface.
He must have been stunned for a
few moments, for when he opened his
eyes he foupd himself lying upon a
ledge a little distance from the top of
the steep bank. On the same ledge
was Madeleine Rosny clinging to a
swaying sapling that overhung the
river, and trying to rise.
Hilary scrambled to his feet, to find
that, In spite of painful bruises, he
was uninjured. He gave Madeleine
his hands and pulled her out of the
branches ; and they stood looking at
each other.
"Your horse bblted," explained
Hilary. "I am sorry you did not know
nbout the dynamiting."
At his words a look of fear came
upon her face; and then it hardened
and her gray eyes flashed angrily.
"You have saved my life 1" she
cried. "You have saved me, and I
wish you were a thousand miles away.
I wish I had never seen you I"
"There is no need to let that trouble
you, Mademoiselle Rosny," answered
Hilary, stung Into scorn by her ingratitude. "There Is enough room in
this country for both of us. If you
will let me help you up the bank, no
doubt you can find your way home.
I assure you that I have n Intention
of intruding on you further."

Ills scorn seemed to beat down her at his elbow when he went In, followed
anger. She looked at him for the first him inside the room, and took a chair
r
beside him.
time without hatred.
Hilary looked at him with a whim"Why have you icome Into my life?
Why do you begin to nlay a part In sical smile.
"We're finished, Lafe.
This affair, coming on top of the canIt?" she whispered, as If In terror.
"Suppose you let me assist you up celing of those jobbers' leases, has
the bank, Mademoiselle, before I an- ended me."
Lafe scratched his chin, but said
swer your question. We can hardly
discuss that matter here," said Hilary. nothing to this.
"You see," said Hilary, "according to
She seemed to recover her
"There is no need to answer my reckoning we shall have about forme," she replied scornfully. , Never- ty thousand dollars on hand about
theless she permitted him to brush the September first. That will last us till
dust from her skirt and to give her Christmas. On the first of the year
his hand. They scrambled up the side we shall be up against it. We need
of the gorge and stood breathless upon another sixty thousand to carry us
the rond .again. Far away Hilary through the winter, till navigation
heard the crash of the logs, flung over opens and we call sell our cutting. No
the dam and shooting toward the boom. bank's going to lend us anything with
Madeleine Rosny turned and. faced our record."
"We can ship six thousand cords by
Hilary. "Well, monsieur?" she de'
December first," said Lafe.
manded.
"Thirty-fiv- e
thousand dollars per"It is because I want us to be
friends," he said. And he took the haps less." ,
"We could get more out of thosa
girl's hand frankly In his.
She let It He there for a moment, river bottoms." suggested Lafe.
"And shut down In the middle of
gazing at him in astonishment and
puzzlement Then, to Hilary's sur- March."
"As far as I can see," Lafe blurted
prise, he saw the look of fear come
out, "you'll be about ten thousand shy,
Into her eyes again.
Mr. Askew, assuming things go fairly
"It Is too late," she whispered.
"Surely not, mademoiselle. We have well. That's why I came here. You
misunderstood
each other, perhaps, see, It's Vlke this. I've got nearly eight
thousand in the First National bank
but" you
It Is too late. Oh, why at Shoeburyport, Mass. Clarice Mrs.
"I tell
did you not come to me end say this Connell, that Is wouldn't let me buy
before?" she cried, and suddenly broke her a house on the Installment plan
Into unrestralnable sobbing. "I thought as I wanted to. She said as I'd never
you were grasping and wicked, and I know when we'd need the money, and
hated you. I wished you evil. Look If I couldn't pay up on time they'd get
to your boom ! No, let me go, mon- it away from us somehow, no matter
what the contract said. It Seemed
sieur ! Look to your boom U,'
And, snatching her hand away, she mighty unreasonable to me, Mr. Asran, still sobbing wildly, down the kew, but I'm glad now I sure am
road, leaving Hilary staring after her glad."
"Lafe," said Hilary, "are you crazy
In uncomfortable dismay.
He could not understand her mean- enough to suppose I'm going to take
ing, though her last words still rang the money that you and Mrs; Connell
In bis ears. He 'watched her as she have been saving up for a home, and
fled through the trees like a hunted put It into this bankrupt concern?"
"Oh, shucks!" said Lafe. "Why
deer. She was out of his sight around
the bend of the road almost In an in- that ain't nothing. I guess I know a
stant, her shoulders heaving and her good thing when I see one. I'm loanhands outstretched in blind panic be- ing it to you, Mr. Askew, at any rate
you want to pay me."
fore her.
"Lafe, you're a fool," said Hilary,
Hilary heard the shouts of the workmen still more plainly, rising above the trying to keep his voice steady : "Fm
awful smashing of the. logs. .Then, tempted. But I'm not going to, take
while he still looked after Madeleine, it."
"Then I guess I'll take the next boat
there came a sound louder than any
he had heard, rivaling that of the ex- home!" shouted Lafe. "I ain't going
plosion Itself, as if Thor's hammer had to work for a busted concern what's
clanged upon a leaden anvil, as If the going to leave me stranded up here In
earth were rent in twain like a stitched midwinter, not drawing a cent, and
.,
garment.
Clarice my wife and the kids In
There was no need to wonder what Shoeburyport. No, sir! You take
had occurred. Hilary began running that or I'll leave. It ain't so crazy
down the road. His eyes were fixed as you think. It'll give me an Interest
ahead where the log boom lay rent like In getting the last ounce out of the
a straw pipe, and the great burden of men and I guess Clarice will aplogs which the Rocky river had borne prove. And when the concern's on Its
so long was plunging down the cata- own legs, you why, you can raise my
wages."
ract.
"Connell, you're a trump," said HilHe ran on, breathless, and the stupendous spectacle went on before his ary. "I'll take it Yes, I'll take It beeyes. A mighty barrier, plied up for cause I know now that I am going to
a few moments against the rocks that succeed. We can't fall, Lafe, when
spanned the cataract, gave promise of we're as much in earnest as we are.
arresting the debacle. Behind it the Good Lord, what a despondent fool
logs spun and twisted. All the freight I've been!"
"Same here," said Lafe. "I was Just
of the river, far back from the hills,
was sweeping onward, an Irresistible hopeless,
till you made me flee
army, forging past stone and boulder, straight."
"Why, Jt was you made me see
tossing, upheaving, mounting the dam,
whose cement wall . was now sub- straight" said Hilary. "Now, Cone
tor- nell, we'll push things hard from this
merged, swept by the
rent to where had been the boom. The very minute. We'll start In cutting
clashing of the logs against that wood- along the river, and we'll float the
en wall was like battering rams against logs right down stream to the mill, and
a city wall. Then swiftly, as Hilary we'll keep Dupont and his schooner
still ran, he saw the picture dissolve. coming and going till navigation closes,
The wall of logs went down into the even If we make Riviere Rocheuse
cataract and a column of spray rose look as bare as our bank account was
higher than the flume, flared funnel-wis- e looking just now. Baptlste will be
worth a score when he understands."
and caught the sunlight Into
He broke off suddenly, and the two
banded hues like a rainbow,
men, Btruck by the same thought
and went down.
Over the cataract swept the logs, un- looked at each other.
impeded now. The river had burst Its
"I wonder why Baptlste went off as
chains and S"pewed Its burdens into the soon as he'd dynamited the Jam," said
Gulf. Fanlllte, the lumber began to Hilary.
He felt ashamed of his suspicions.
spread and stain the gray St. Lawrence
Yet, remembering that day when
surface with mottled brown.
Hilary reached the waste place be- Baptlste was conferring with Pierre,
side the mill. The workmen stood he could not wholly rid himself of
there, lmpotently watching the ruin of them.
"Lafe," he said, "what was It you
their toll. It was the wreck of everything. There could be no hope of build- heard those men saying after the acing up the boom In the face of that cident? You started."
"Why, I guess that wasn't nothing,
torrent of water until the river was
low enough for the closing of the dam Mr. Askew. You know how excited
gates to keep it pent back. And long these people get over trifles. They're
before that time the entire lumber just like a flock of geese gabbling
lond of Rocky river would be in the around."
Gulf. Hilary looked on In embittered
"What was It, Lafe?"
silence. He might as well give up now
"Just nonsense, sir. Not worth reand go home. Brousseau and Nature peating, but well, you see, it's this
way. Some darned fool said Chat somehad united to thwart him.
The workmen had been joined by body had sawed part way through the
the mill 'hands, who had left their logs of the boom."
Then for the first time the words of
work and hurried down to the boom
when the catastrophe occurred. They Madeleine Rosny came back to Hilary:
seemed all to have lost their heads. "Look to your boom ! Look to your
They were chattering excitedly; Hil- boom!"
He hung his head and flushed with
ary could not understand a word, but
Connell started and looked about him. shame. It seemed impossible to associate that act of treachery with her.
"What Is It?" Hilary asked.
Yet, struggle as he did, her last
"Where's Jean Baptlste?" said Lafe.
"I don't know. He set off the dyna- words haunted him.
mite, and that ended his job. Why?"
. "Nothing,"
said Lafe, still glancing
and
Trouble, trouble
about hlra.
come.
to
more
curiously,
him
but
Hilary looked at
said no more. He began to push his
way through the crowd in the direc(TO !''
tion of the office. He had not Invited
ThrK
Lafe to accompany him, but Lafe was
milk-whit-
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Doesn't hurt I

f

lift touchy corns and

calluses right off with fingers
Apply a few drops of "Fretrronc" upon that old.
bothersome com. Instantly that corn stops
hurting. Then shortly you lift it right off,
root and ail, without pain or soreness.'
Hard corns, soft corns, corns
between the toes, and th
herd skin calluses on
bottom of feet lift
'
right off no
humbugl
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Mistaken Idea to Think That
Horses and Mules Are Being
Sidetracked on Farms.

DHEASE

IS

ACREAGE

Experts Who Have Made Special Study
of Crops Advocate Extensive SowingsMost Important of Small
Grain Crops.
(Prepared by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
Here is an interesting bit of farming logic that looks sound, but the conclusion reached Is absolutely false :

A
ra

"Oats," the argument runs, "are
raised principally as feed for horses
and mules.
"The enormous increase in the number of automobiles and trucks In the
Tmj bottles if"Frtant"ctt
country Is making the horse and mule
a back number.
but a few ants at drug mm
"Therefore, with fewer horses there
Is need for less oats, so why not plant
His Fervor Dampened.
Makes a Difference.
less acreage to oats or stop planting
Down In southern Oklahoma, after
"My wife is making it hot for me
this crop altogether?"
the cotton crops are laid by, It Is the because I won't give her the pin
The fallacy is twofold. The number
custom of the colored population to money she wants."
of
horses and mules on farms, if dewife
your
camp
give
big
hold
meetings.
At one of
"But you ought to
creasing, Is doing so at a rate so slow
these the minister was talking of the pin money."
as to have little or no effect on the
great Joys of heaven. One of the
"Great Scott, man, the pin she wants oat crop.
one."
brethren became very much excited this money for Is a diamond
Furthermore, statistics show that
and began shouting: "Praise de
farmers are not cutting
American
Lawd; how I does wish I'se a June
down the total oat acreage but are
fly
my
wings and
)ug; I'd spread
actually increasing It.
away to heaven."
Now b tli Tim to Get Rid of
Oats Proportion Grows.
At this one of the sisters sprang up
Time Utlr Spot.
This Is not all. The proportion of
There's no knnrer the slightest need of
and said: "Why, Brudder Mose, one
ashamed of your frecklea, as Otnlne
oats to corn and wheat has increased
o' dera woodpeckers would be sho' to feeling
double strength la guaranteed to remove
steadily In the past generation. Half
homely apota.
git yo' on de way." New York Eve- these
Simply get an ounce of Othlne double
ning Post.
itrength from your druggist, and apply a a century ago in every JOO acres of
little of It night and morning and you Improved farm land there was an
should aoon aee that even the worst frecklea
average of less than five acres sown
while the lighter
The American tractor of all Ameri- have begun to disappear,
ones have vanlahed entirely.
It la seldom to oats. In each succeeding decade
can machinery seems to have the that
more than one ounce la needed to completely clear the akin and gain a beautiful
of the last BO years the average has
largest field In Sweden.
olear complexion.
During the past ten
been Increasing.
atrength
double
aure
to
the
ask for
Be
Othlne, aa thla la aold under guarantee of years it reached an average of almost
"0 Happy Day" sang the laundress money back If It falla to remove frecklea.
eight acres of oats out of every 100
as she hung the snowy wash on the
acres of Improved farm land. In conAll
Same.
the
line. It was a "happy day" because
"Are you wearing your last year's trast to this Increase In the last 60
she used Bed Cross Bag Blue.
years, the number of acres devoted to
clothes?"
"Yes; and probably my next year's
Fools occasionally find opportuniclothes, too."
ties, but wise men make them.

t
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Do Not Get Careless

With Your Blood Supply
the great vegetable blood medicine, will revitalize your blood and
give you new strength and a
healthy, vigorous vitality. Everyone needs it Just now to keep the
Go
system in1' perfect condition.
to your drug store and get a bottle
and if you need any medical advice; you can obtain it without cost by writing to Medical Director, Swift Specific Co, 109 Swift
Laboratory, Atlanta, ua.

Impurities Invite Disease.
You should pay particular heed

to any indication that your

blood

eupply is becoming sluggish, or
that there is a lessening in its
strong and vital force.
By keeping your blood purified,
four system more easily wards off
disease that is ever present, waiting to attack wherever there is an
opening. A few bottles of S. S. S.,

CITY

PEOPLE "EASY MARKS"

COMMON ANCESTOR TO BLAME

oats

one-thir-

to

d

one-ha- lf

of the total

the heaviest and plumpest kernels for
sowing. Usually it will be advisable
to treat the seed for smut. This may
be omitted, however, If last year's crop
was practically free from it and if the
separator with which It was thrashed
was also free from smut spores. The
formaldehyde treatment Is well known
and It is only necessary to remind the
farmer that If the seed Is treated during cold weather it should not be allowed to freeze while it Is wet. As
the cost of the formaldehyde treatment
is so small, many prefer to take no
chances and so treat the seed qvery
year. If it Is sown before it is dry,
one must make allowance for its swelling In setting the drill, otherwise the
stand will not be sufficiently dense.
Experts recommend that between 2
and 3 bushels of seed be used to the
acre. A larger allotment than this
will not often result in material increase. In some cases on land free
from weeds as little as 1 bushels per
acre has produced satisfactory results.
The yield of straw Is usually coarser
and greater from thin than from heavier seeding, and the danger from lodging Is increased.
The varieties recommended for sowing in the corn belt Include oats of
or Kherson type, especthe Sixty-Da- y
selections,
ially some of the pure-lin- e
such as have been put out by various
experiment stations. These Include
the Iowar and Albion (Iowa No. 103)
from the Iowa station, and Nebraska
No. 21, from Nebraska. There is nothing better than the Sllvermlne for
those who prefer a larger kernel,
which matures later. This applies
particularly to northern Illinois, northern Iowa, Wisconsin and Minnesota.
type Is deHere also the Sixty-Dacidedly popular because of its large
yields. .In the cooler sections larger
nd later varieties, such as Swedish
Select,
Welcome, Golden
Rain, and Victory, can be grown advantageously.
Big-Fou- r,

y

'
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HORSE-RADIS-

H

FOR HOME USE

Long Shock of Oats of Market Growers Also Will Find It
Profitable Cash Crop PropaTypo,
Near Minneapolis,
"Dutch"
the
Roots.
Is

An Uncapped
Many Bestowed Alms on Beggar for Unsightly "Apple" Is a Legacy Be.
queathed to His Posterity by
Whom Lusty Youth Was En.
Old Father Adam.
gaged in "Barking."
Since efficiency is finding Its way
into nil business one of the oldest
"professions" of all has begun to adopt
modern methods. The Innovation is
due to a beggar who made his stand
opposite one of the subway entrances
along the Williamsburg bridge approach on Delancey street, the New
York Evening Sun states.
Many who passed this spot recently
were struck by the appearance of this
man,
beggar, an elderly,
who sat huddled up in a wheel chair.
Alongside was a husky youth of nineteen or so, busily engaged in "barking"
for the beggar. Secretly the latter
must have thought it a good joke on
public, for there was
the
always a smirk on his face, as his
friend shouted so none should neglect
to drop a coin In the beggar's lap. His
"spiel" was In Yiddish, which, roughly
translated Into Engll&h, would be:
' "Stop:
Give charity, people."
Many who ought to have known better stopped and gave.
long-bearde-d

alms-givin-

g

We all "have It in" for Adam for
shutting to our faces the gates of the
Garden of Eden. But many 0Í us,
though we may not know it, bear a
particular resemblance to this com
mon ancestor that puts another chip
on the shoulder.
For It Is generally
conceded that an "Adam's apple" is
no aid to beauty. And besides making
of our Paradise a cold, bare world, it
is Adam who inflicted upon us this additional burden. When our common
progenitor took the fatal bite that for
ever doomed the rest of us to exist
ence by the sweat of our brows, a
piece of the fruit Is supposed to have
lodged in his throat and stuck there
In his children's children unto the nth
generation.
And that is why the
slight proturberance that some people
have at the front of the throat is
called1 "Adam's apple I" Speaking of
ancestry, some of us carry about on
our persons unmistakable proof of our
ancient lineage. Chicago Journal.

Why He Wanted Strong Ones.
"Gimme
three cigars," ordered
She Made a Distinction.
Nothing could be of finer distinction O'Kourke, shoving a quarter across the
than that drawn by the woman of counter.
"Stronir ones or mild?"
whom her attorney asked this ques"Gimme the strong ones. The weak
tion:
"You wish to divorce your husband T wans Is always bustln' in me pocket
You cannot agree? In what way does
The American Legion Weekly.

your incompatibility of temperament
Electric fog sirens have been In
manifest itself?
"Oh, I wish to get divorced and he vented that can be heard for fourteen
miles.
doesn't."

P3

Dhe Satisfying Sweetness
of the wheat and barley iood

G

From

Horse-radis- h
should be grown In
acres of Improved
wheat
every
garden
home use, and marfor
from
farm land has not varied much
ket growers will find It profitable to
11, and corn has not varied greatly
handle as a cash crop to realize on
from 20 acres.
during
the winter. Successful growLet no farmer think that oats are ers have found the following methods
becoming an undesirable or unpopular
approved: Roots may be set either
crop. Experts in the United States In
the spring or fall, although the
Department of Agriculture who have spring is best, for the reason that the
crop,
oat
study
the
of
special
made a
winter freezing of the ground someadvocate extensive sowings, though of times causes the roots to starve. Roots
course, It does not follow that this for setting should be of uniform
grain will pay In all sections, any more length, and set In hills as far apart
than that dairying is profitable every- as one would ordinarily plant corn.
where. Nevertheless, a great number The plant does not produce seed,
of American farmers, particularly In therefore propagation from roots is
the corn belt, are Justified in making necessary. '
.extensive sowing of oats each year. It
must be borne In mind that the man
In growing oats, SPREAD MANURE ON PASTURE
who Is successful
one In a rotation
crop
as
grows this
series.. It Is not his principal farm Profitable to Apply Early In Spring
Some Form of Nitrogen to Give
produce, but Is one of several Import,
Grass Good Start.
ant enterprises.
It Is occasionally pointed out that
pasture
To rejuvenate a worn-ou- t
the oat crop actually gives less returns
manure
should be spread on liberally
than corn, for instance, and so the
a good plan to
Wisdom of growing oats when corn as secured, while it is
by applying
manure
supplement
the
questioned.
Is
The
grown
can be
slag.
basic
It will
or
phosphate
acid
answer Is that a liberal acreage of oats
profitable to apply early
can be provided without materially re- also be found
quickly available
ducing the corn acreage, as oats do In the spring some give
to
the grasses an
nitrogen
of
form
not compete seriously with the labor
whereby pasturnecessary to raise corn. The oat ctop early, vigorous start early as possible
ing may commence as
is sown early in the spring before It
thus help reduce the feeding bill.
Is desirable to prepare the fields for and
corn, and when once sown does not
call for further labor until harvest. LETTUCE AND TOMATO CROPS.
On the other hand, the number of acres
of corn which can be grown depends Experiments Made at Illinois Station
Show Rich Garden Soil Is Not
largely on how much ground can be
Inferior to Sod.
plowed and cultivated by the farmer.
Most Important of Small Grains.
Experiments at the Illinois station
Farmers in sections where corn
greenhouse lettuce and tomatoes
with
matures too late to make the sowing
have shown that rich garden loam Is
of wheat after corn cutting a safe
as a basic soli for these
venture, have learned that oats is the not inferior Large amounts of masod.
crops
to
small-graimost important of the
in the soli greatly increased the
crops. This applies particularly to nure
yield,
but á large amount of sand denamely,
Iowa and adjoining territory,
the yield, since the extra sand
creased
northern Illinois, southern Wisconsin, displaced
a certain amount of fertileastern Nebraska, southeastern South
izer.
FreDakota, and southern Minnesota.
quently rotation as practiced In the
period with PLAN TO SAVE YOUNG CHICKS
corn belt covers a
two crops of corn, one of ft small
grain, and two of timothy and clover. Most Unprofitable to Hatch Large
Number of Birds and Lose Tiem
Where this practice prevails it is
for Want of Care.
logical that oats be used as the transition crop from corn to the grasses.
If oats is to be made the Important Make your plans to save the young
crop which experts contend it should chicks when they are hatched. It is
le, the question naturally arises as to deplorable to hatch a large number of
how the best returns can be secured. chickens and lose a large per cent for
Ordinarily the most profitable way is want of preparations and patient care.
to sow oats on disked corn land. If Hatch what you can ratee, and then
the land was well plowed last year and raise them.
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Glad to Try Anything
."Three years ago my system
Was in a terribly ran down
and I was broken out all
over my body. I beKn to be worried about my condition and I
wu Kind to try anthlns; which
would relieve me. reruns wan
recommended to me a a tine
blood remedy and tonic, and I
soon found that it was worthy
of praise. A few bottle ehansjrd
my condition materially and in a
short time I wa all over any
trouble. I owe my restoration to
health and strength to Poruña,
1 ant glad to endorse It."
Sold Everywhere

Was in a

eon-dltl-

Down
Condition
letter opposite convey in no uncertain way the gratitude she
feels for Feruna.
Liquid and Tablet Form
Wild Dogs Devour Sheep.

Comparisons.

"I am glnd to give this opportunity
to learn a good business to a returned
soldier. But. you will have to begin
at the bottom."
"That is a lot better than going over
the top."

If You Keed

a Medicina

Sleii

Yon

u

Hlaa Rlckat Leopold,

288 Lay co St.. Menasha, Wis.,
fceo'y Llederkrans. Miss Leopold's

Have

(to Best

Have yon ever stopped to reason why
is that o many product that are extensively advertised, all at once drop out
of eight and are soon forgotten? The
reason i plain the article did not fulfill
the promises of the manufacturer. This
applies more particularly to a medicine.
A medicinal preparation that has real
curative value almost sells itself, as like
an endlesB chain system the remedy is
recommended
by those who have been
benefited, to those who are in need of it.
A prominent druggist says "Take for
example
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root- ,
a
preparation I have sold for many years
and never hesitate to recommend, for in
almost every case it shoots excellent results, as many of my customers testify.
No other kidney remedy has so large a
sale."
According
to sworn statements and
verified testimony of thousands who have
used the preparation, the success of Dr.
Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
is due to the fact,
so many people claim, that it fulfills almost every wish in overcoming kidney,
liver and bladder ailments; corrects urinary troubles and neutralizes the urio
acid which causes rheumatism.
You may receive a sample bottle of
Swamp-Roo- t
by Parcels Post. Address
Dr. Kilmer
Co., Binghamton, N. Y.,
and enclose ten cents; also mention this
paper. Large' and medium size bottles
for sale at all drug stores. Adv.

Depredutlons by packs of wild dogs
are causing Australian sheep owners
heavy damage, according to official
A
reports received at Washington.
delegation of stockmen recently submitted to the minister of public lands
of New South 'Wales' statistics shewing a loss of 50,000 sheep in that province alone In the course of a few
months.
The delegation requested
government aid In the erection of a
"dogproof" fence to isolate a district
comprising almost 40,000 square miles.

it

TAKE ASPIRIN RIGHT
Bayer Company,

pirin

who Introduced

As-

proper

In 1900, give

directions.
To get quick relief follow carefully
the safe and proper directions In each
unbroken package of "Bayer Tablets
of Aspirin."
This package is plainly
stamped with the safety "Bayer
Cross."
The "Bayer Cross" means the gens
uine,
Aspirin, prescribed
by physicians for over eighteen years.
"Bayer Tablets of Aspirin" can be
taken safely for Colds, Headache,
Toothache, Earache, Neuralgia, Lumbago, Rheumatism, Joint Pains, Neuritis, and Pain generally.
Handy tin boxes of 12 tablets cost
but a few cents. Druggists also sell
larger "Bayer" packages. Aspirin Is
world-famou-

the trade. mark of Bayer Manufacture
of Monoacetlcacidester of Sallcyllc-acl-

d.

Adv.

A successful fool always has plenty
of fool admirers.
In the Cyclone Belt
The difficulty of finding a house is
not exclusively an Eastern problem.
Out In Kansas, for Instance, a native
observed a stranger looking around
and ventured to say, "Good morhlng,
sir. House hunting?"
"Yes," replied the stranger. "I wonder If It could have blown this far."
Boston Transcript.

Sure

Relief

6

OPEN NOSTRILS! END
COLD OR CATARRH
How

Hot

water

Sure Relief

to Get

Relief When Head and
Nose Are Stuffed Up.

E
FOR

LL-A- WS

Your cold in head or
catarh disappears. Your clogged nostrils will open, the air passages of
your head will clear and you can
breathe freely. No more snuffling,
hawking, mucous discharge, dryness
or headache, no struggling for breath
Count fifty.

áppetitelíeea
and Bowels
Eegular

Get a small bottle of Ely's Cream
Balm from your druggist and apply a

little of this fragrant antiseptic
cream in your nostrils. It penetrates
through every air passage of the head,
soothing and healing the swollen or

You can relish your meals without fear
"
of upsetting your liver
1
or stomach if you will
put your faith in ITTinTrrW1)'

jr

giving
Inflamed mucous membrane,
yon instant relief. Head colds and
catarrh yield like magic. Don't stay

and miserable.

Carter's Utile
Liver PiOj.
Foulaccumu- lations that

Belief is

sure. Adv.
"What's Flubdub prating about?"
"The fairness of these magazine contests."
"I see. He won a prize."

in the

market

A I

if

blood are ex- ""1T""-- I I
pelled from the bowels and headache.
dizziness and sallow skin go.
Small PiUSmall Dose Small Price
BR. CABTEH'S IKON PTIXS.Kature'a
great nerve and blood tonic for
Anemia, Rheumatism, Nervousness.

An Inference.

British East Africa is
for American-mad- e

riiTTLn:
H If

jm

the

poison

$100 Reward, $100
greatly InfluCatarrh Is a local disease
by
enced
It
constitutional ; conditions.
therefore requires constitutional treatment. HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE
la taken internally and acta through the
Blood on the Mucous Surfaces of the System. HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE
destroys the foundation of the disease,
gives the patient strength by Improving
the general health and assists nature in
doing its work. 1100.0 for any case of
Catarrh
CATARRH
that HALL'S
MEDICINE fail to cure.
Druggist 75c. Testimonial free.
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio.

INDIGESTION

J

at night

ntuffed-u- p

Dell-an-s

Sleeplessness and Female Weakness.

sv?rrÜ

taalM Bul fear ilisthir

ever

MUSJ

Largest in the west Lowest price. Highest quality. Write or call upon us about
any Musical Instrument, Victrola, Records,
Rolls, Shest Music.
MUSIC CO.
KNIGHT-CAMPBEL-

1625-3-

1
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is a matter of economy as
well as delight these days.

pleases without
the addition of suar. as is
not the case with most cereals
Grape-Nut-

gation

Minn.

I AM GLAD TO ENDORSE

bulk Should be removed, leaving only

y

to-da-y,

I

Is fairly free from weeds It Is unnecessary to plow It again for oats.
If corn stalks are still standing in the
field selected, they should be broken
down and then cut into short lengths
with a disk harrow so that they will
not Interfere with the drill or with
harvesting machinery.
Sowing should be done as soon as
the land can be gotten Into proper condition in the spring. Delay may seriously reduce; the harvest returns. The
practice of seeding broadcast Is much
lecUsatlsfactory than sowing with a
.W "Since by the former method un
even aistrioution results ana many
kernels are burled too deep.
Good Seed of First Importance.
It Is of the utmost importance that
good seed be used. If last year's crop
was of fair quality it can be used for
seed after being cleaned and graded.
It Is decidedly preferable to buy new
seed if the latter Is at all likely to
prove poorly adapted to local conditions. In cleaning and grading the

s

Grape-Nut- s

is economical

'

v

, ,'Cm.

T

17

.
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777

31

T

is as profitable as grain growing.
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Ü
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Hiial

Successes as wonderful

as those from growing wheat, oats, barley, and flax have been made hi
raising Horses, Cattle, Sheep and Hogs. Bright, tunny climate, nutriu
ioua grasses. Rood water, enormous fodder crops these apell success to the
farmer and stock raiser. And remember, you can Buy on easy Irm

Aero
Farm Land at 15 to '30 An
10 to 49 bushels

land equal to that which through many years has yielded from
of wheat to the aera grazing land convenient to Rood
srain farms at Drosortionately low nrices. These lands nave
every rural convenience; good schools, churches, roads, tele- phones, etc, dose to live towns and good marnets.
f
If yon want to get back to the farm, or to farm on s hvnrer
scale than is possible under your present conditions, investí- - .
errar you.
gate What WMiarn banana naa
Hteratore with nans and putknlara mesrthw mhiesa
1m m
rallwt. rmtM, Hxwtton or uuLatt., ttniW w mixnmi a uuuugia
two, Otuws, CiuuuM, or

scf

,1

m 1.
1
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SPAN.IH-AMERIC-

Thomas A. Whelan
Eugene Palmer

111 c

We are now Ready!
For Blacksmithing
and Wagon Work,

NOTICE
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN:

Whelan & Palmer,

Lawyers
Clayton, New.Mex.
Practice in State and Federal Court9 and
U, S. Land Office

That Storage Battery?
When did you have it Tested last? It is very
likely to Freeze wow and discharged Batteries
freeze easily.

'Undertakers-Licence-

d

Embalmer

The ANDERSON GARAGE and Machine Works
is Now prepared to give you the service that your
Batteries demand,
Watch your Battery!,

J.

C. Dodds,
Roy, N. M.

That the annual meeting of the
stockholders
of Northeasten
New Mexico Oil Company will
be held at the office of said
company in Roy, New Mexico
on Monday, the 5th day of April
1920 at the hour of two o'clock
in the afternoon.
Dated, this 18th day of
March 1920,
F. S. Brown,
General Manager

General Blacksmith

and
Machine Work,

Frompt and Efficient Service.
Day or night.
Funeral Director, All details
planned and executed.

Anderson Garage &
Machine Works.

r

andacknow!edgements taken.

The Ford Runabout is a Runabout in
reality a regular business messenger, solving
the question of economical and quick transportation. The Contractor, Builder, Traveling
Salesman, Collector, Solicitor, all find the Ford
Runabout the most convenient as well as the
most economical among motor cars. Durable
in service, and useful every day in the year.
We solicit your order for one or more We ask
your patronage in the repair of your car, assuring vqu of genuine Ford Parts, skilled workmen,

3'JÜ
Mrs. J. P, Reynolds
Teacher of Piano

BECK,

Manager.

Claimant names as witnesses:

Dan Laumbach, of Roy, New Mexico, Alejandro Maestas, of Roy, New
Mexico, Webb Kidd, of Roy, New
Mexico, P. J. Laumbach, all of Roy,
New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,

,'ERDE,

Rrf"'

..Register.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

of David, Union Co., Now Mexico,
who, on January 11th, 1917, made
Homestead Entry, No. 021005, for
17 N.,
NV4; Section 14, Township
Range 31 E., N. M. P. Merfdian, has
filed notice of intention to make Final
Three Year Proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, al
his office at Roy, New Mexico, on
the Sixth day of May, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
John Davis, John G. Green, Charles
Trior, Ollie Kishnur, all of David,
'
New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,

Register.

FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Liiiid
Office at Clavton, New Mexico,
Under new Management v
March 13, 1920
Chapman,
Proprietor
Charles
Notice is hereby given that Earl
Mcniinimy, of Roy, Mora Co., New
Mexico, who, on September 28th. 191G,
Free Baths, , made Homestead Entry, No. 023023,
Steam Heated,
for SWtt SEU, SVi SW,i, and NW',4
Hot and Cold Water in Rooms SW',4, Section 10, Township 20 N.,
Range 25 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
A quiet, homelike Hotel
notice of intention to make Final
filed
one block from the
Three Year, Proof, to establish claim
Depot, in the
to the land above described, before
F. H. Foster, U. S. Comraissionei,
Business
District
Main
at his office at Roy, New Mexico, on
the Eighth day of May, 1920.
Land-SeekeClaimant names as witnesses:
Will find this the right place.
Frank A. Roy, Melville Flocríheím,
NOTICE

E. Las Vegas, N.M.

Tourists and

Mexico, who, on May 15th 1916, made
Addl. Homestead Entry, No. 022192,
for EVa SWU, Sec. 6., and E NWV.
Section 7, Township 17 N., Range
25 E.. N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make Final
Three Year, Proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
F. II. Foster, U. S. Commissioner,
at his office at Roy, New Mexico, on
the Seventh day of May, 1920.

rs

3E

r;i

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Iment of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
March 15, 1920
Notice Is hereby given that Mary
C. Laumbach, of Roy, Mora Co., New
Mexico, who, on May 15th, 191G, madci
Addl. Homestead Entry, No. 022191,
SW'A
NE'4, EM
for SE
SE'i, Section 30, Township 18 K.,
Range 25 E., N. M. P. Meridian, ha
filed notice of intention to make f ma
Year. , Prool.
Three
, to establish claim
- ...
to the land above tteswibed, before.
tar TT S. Commissioner..
V
'
Mexico, on
at his office at Roy, Nc
May,
day
of
Seventh
tin!
Claimant names a3 witnesses:
Dan Laumbach, Alejandrtf Maestai,
Webb Kidd, P. J. 'Laumbacft, all of
Ray, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVE'ftDE,
Register.'
3.274-2- 4
L'.-rt-

Prop'r

El Dorado Hotel

Beck Motor
"ompany

March 15, 1920

Notice is hereby given that Anna
Laumbach, of Roy, Mora Co., New

1920.-Claima-

D. Wade,

"

'

reasonable prices.

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
March 15, 1920
Notice. is hereby given that Freda
0. Guthmann, of Roy, Mora Co., New
Mexico, who, on November 22, 1916,
and May 5th, 1917, made Homestead
Entrys No. 023134, and No. 025009,
for NEV; Sec. 28, SWV4 SEU, SE
NWH, SecSWK, Sec. 22, and N
tion 27. Township 19 N., Range 26 E.,
N. I.. "'. Meridian, has filed notice
'
make Troof, to estabof inte..
lish claim - "" land above described,
before F. H. )') ?', U. S. Commissioner, at his ofik: a Hoy, New Mexico, on the Sixth day v : '.vr,
names as w.v.ses:
A. Waldo Morris, Edgar I) 'tornan,
"
Kid.l. W. II. Guth . a ., all o'.

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office 'at Clayton, New Mexico,
March 15, 1920
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Notice is hereby given that Miguel
Martinez, of Mosquero, N. M., who,
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land on March 10, 1917, made Additional
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Homestead Entry, No. 022911, for
March 15, 1920
NEÍ4 of SWA, EVz of NW1 Section
Notice is hereby given that Vietla 18 and SE14 of SW4 of Section 7,
to, Blubaugh,
formerly, Vietta Franklin, Township 17 N.,"Range 30 E., N. M. P,

Homestead Matters attended
Filings
Publications,
Final
Proofs. Legal Papers drawn up

THE UN I VE K S A L CAR

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

WITH THE LIBERTY
GARAGE

United States
Commissioner,
Mosquero, N. M
I

Register.

AT THE OLD STAND,

J.

A. A. Wynne

W. L. Dunn, Wm. G. Johnson, all of Roy, New Mexico.
I
Roy, New Mexico,
PAZ VALVERDE,
I
Register.
PAZ VALVERDE,.

SE,

f'

v.,T,
- pmnf
i. in tc; .i ai x iuwi, iu
ni at Tk.
tu iiianw
establish claim to the land above do
n yniie, u. o.
iscriucu, eeiore a.
Commissioner,
at his office in Mos- quero, N. M., on the Fifth day of May,

i.

--

1920.

Claimant names a witnesses:
Juan Mitchell, of Mosquero, N. Mexico, Augustin Martinez, of Mosquero,
N. M. .Frank Martinez, of Mosquero,
of Mos
N. M., Margarito Sandn-al- ,
quero, N. M.
PAZ

,

Resist jr. Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, new iwsxuw,

March 15, 1920
Nntirre is hereby given that M.ty
r'E- - Belarde, of Albert, New Mexico-Li.'parlmsnt of the Interior, U. S. Land who Qn Dt,c 15 l917 mBj0 Ilor.le-OO'.New Mexico,
etc. Clayton,
Application, No. 022736, for
March 15, 1020
IkWV)- - W
NE14, Section 8, Towir- Notice'is fiereby given that Trmulad s)l
2'0 N
ange 29 E., N. M.
McGrath, of fiy, Mora Co., New Mex- - jie,1ant h'á8 filed notice of intentfcw.
.
W rce vear final Proof, to es- ico, who, on August 18, 191G, made
Addl. Homesteitf Entry, No. 022o5u, 1 blith t.la;m to the land above deafer Lots 1, ami 2, Section 18, Town- bofore y?, H. Willcox, U.
ship 20 N., Ravrje 28 E., N. M. P. commisi6nr, at his office at Roy,
Meridian, has fiWd notice of inten-- 1
íxico , "on the Fifth day o?
1t(Vyi
tion to make Finff inree icar rroor,
a witnesses:
to establish claim So the land above;
.
described, before F- - H. Foster, U. S.
weiar(ie, Gabriel S. Vigil,.
Commissioner,
at ws office at Koy, Juan p
Thomas E. Mitchell
, aiiwi' Ñew Síctcíco.
New Mexico, on the Seventh day
May, 1920.
PAZ VALVERDE,
. 0
Register..
Claimant names aff witnesses:
'l
W. H Warner. Fifex" Sandaval
B?J-?won R"1'mlp; Mig"el,
JÍ
ISSEZSJfc-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

,
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have a straight carload of Titan Tractors in transit,
rople oil burner that stands the strain ot heavy autj.
iarnish you names.

"We

10-2- 0
15-3- 0

...

of;..

.

Si-ó-

Sole Agents in Roy

These tractor ar liard to obtain, owing to tb liig demand for a po wtvittl eKoacal
c nm
ukj uuuik w umu.
ask me many usstom wb awu.iracw uu

size Titan Tractor price F. O. B. Factory $1000.
size Titan Tractor price F. O. B. Factory 1903.
Place your order

Get our terms.

now.

Send us your name for descopti ve

Remember our mechanic will help you get started, and is always at your sotiee. Remember ' that
.
,
tractor.

We are closing oiT. cur entire stcck of Oliver and Molire Implements, i crder to concentrate on
Implements, Gas En ;ines, Wagons, Tractors, etc,

mtter.

cny in stock the asual

we-wil- l

rejairs .for thia

'

"

...

h

'

-

International Line, rikleh incluie the P & 0

,

Two-roShovel and lister Cu&ivators, Disc and
Bargain prices on Disc Harrows, Drill Attachments, Double Disc hors drawn Plows, Corn Planter
.
Surface Cultivators, etc. It will pay you to look these over.
coeopiete numbers and descriptioa of parte needed. W can get ym repairs for any
A Reminder to get your repairs EARLY. Be sure to get the
implement; We handle the Genuine International repairs, They fit.
Engine, Wind Milk Unes. We are always at your sewce.
Write us for quotations on anything in the Implement, Wagon. Stationary
w

Get our prices on the P&O tractor anil horse drawn disc plows
J1

Company

"A Profitable Place to Trade"

cs

.

THREE CARL OAD-Tractors Imiolemeets Wagoms
Entire International Line

'

vATirp vnn imtri.iCATIOX

VALV fcEWE,

